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Six-Hour Chase Ensues
Before Man Surrenders
A 19-year-old Murray man surrendered early this morning after a sixhour chase that involved all units of the
Murray Police Department and the
Calloway County sheriff's department,
13 units of the Kentucky State Police
and six units of the Henry County
Tenn.)sheriff's department.
Gary Don Eaker, 907 Olive, has been
charged with wanton endangerment in
the first degree, trafficking in marijuana and trafficking in amphetamines
by KSP Detective Joe Cohoon. He is
lodged in the Calloway County Jail and

bond has not been set.
According to Sheriff Max Morris, officers had a tip that Eaker had drugs in
his car and spotted him in the parking
lot of the Murray Holiday Inn about 9:30
p.m. Monday. Upon seeing the officers,
Eaker fled south in his car on U.S.
Highway 641.
Still being pursued by officers, Eaker
turned onto Lawring Road and wrecked
his vehicle approximately two miles
down the road, Morris said. He then fled into the woods on foot after firing at

Murray Police Sgt. Billy Wilson and
Deputy Jimmy Rickman with an
automatic rifle, according to Morris.
Neither was hit by the fire.
Morris said he received a call from
Eaker's mother about 4 a.m. stating
that Eaker was at a relative's home in
Tennessee and wanted to turn himself
in to the sheriff.
State and local officials said about 100
pounds of marijuana and a large
amount of amphetamines were found in
the vehicle.

TVA Has Expanded Staffs By 128,
$2.2 Million In Past Two Years
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. API — The
Tennessee Valley Authority has expanded its public relations, legal and
general manager's staffs by 128
employees and $2.2 million over the
past two years,agency records Show.
Officials Monday attributed the 60
percent increase in employees and
budgets in the three offices to more
litigation, a management reorganization and an attempt to improve TVA's
image with the public.
Director Bab Clement, in opposing a
13 percent increase in TVA's electric
rates, cited complaints from veteran
employees that the federal utility is
overstaffed and top-heavy with too
many managers.
The largest proportional increase .in
staff and payroll was in the office' of
General Manager William Willis.
Records show that Willis'
predecessor, R. Lynn Seeber, had a 21member staff with a 6530,000 annual
payroll when Aubrey Wagner, now
retired, was the agency's chairman in
March 1978.
By March 1960, or 22 Months.after S.
David Freeman succeeded Wagner as

TVA's chairman, the general
manager's staff had grown to 59
employees drawing $1.4 million in
salaries.
Willis said the expansion is due in
part to a four-fold increase in correspondence his office is handlling
since early 1979 when 13 TVA divisions
were consolidated into six superoffices.
The increase also reflects setting pp
seven new district offices, each administered by a manager paid between
$41,500 and $45,000 a year, he said,
The district offices have created a
flap among several retail power
distributors who claim they are
wasteful and function only as another
level of bureaucracy which has to be
penetrated.
Personnel in TVA's office of information jumped from 76 with an annual
payroll of $1.6 million in 1978 to 129
employees with a payroll of $2.7 million
last March.
Some of the increase went to expand
TVA's Washington office from seven to
16 employees and establish an 11employee, toll-free telephone service

providing information to the public.
In addition to dealing with the media
and public, the information office also
runs TVA's three technical libraries at
Knoxville, Chattanooga and Muscle
Shoals, Ala.
Information Director Craven Crowell
said part of the increase is due to a new
emphasis on improving the appearance
of TVA publications and helping the
broadcast media more. ''We also have
an activist board which has placed
more demands on the staff," he said.
TVA's legal staff rose from 57 to 69
lawyers with the legal research and
clerical staff in the coungel's office
jumping from 55 to 90. Its total budget
jumped from $2.79 million in 1978 to $3.8
million last March.
General Counsel Herb Sanger said
more litigation, compliance with major
new energy legislation and increased
work in connection with TVA's greater
borrowings.
TVA generates electricity for 2.7
million customers in Tennessee and
parts of Alabama,Kentucky, Mississippi, Georgia, North Carolina and
Virginia.

League To Make Decision On Anderson
WASHINGTON (AP) — As League of
Women Voters officials meet today to
decide whether to invite John Anderson
to take part in the league's presidential
debates, they find themselves mired in
the arcane intricacies of national
political polls.
At the same time, there seems to be
confusion on independent candidate
Anderson's part as to whether the
White House has shifted position on its

insistence that only President Carter
and Ronald Reagan participate in the
first presidential debate. Word from the
White House was no change."
Carter has said all along he would
debate Anderson along with Reagan,
but only if he faces Reagan alone first.
Anderson wants in on the first match,
which is regarded as having the most
influence on voters.
The league, in an effort to avoid legal

Children's Theatre To Open Fall
Theatre Season; Auditions Set
Children's theatre will open Community Theatre's fall season with an
original collection of stories for young
people to be performed at the end of
September in the Old Freight Depot.
Auditions for this unique show will be
held this Wednesday and Thursday
afternoon.
Tryouts are open to all school agechildren and will meet in the
auditorium of the Public Library, 710
Main, tomorrow and Thursday from
3:30 until 5:00. No preparation is
necessary and those trying out need only attend part of one of the sessions.
Children should bring a schedule of
after school activities.
"We're looking for a cast of eager and
energetic children to make up the

cast," said director Richard Valentine,
"This production will feature the
talents of those who make up the troop
so it should give a lot of children a
chance to perform. We're not looking
for certain types or ages to fit specific
roles."
Rehearsals will be held in the afternoon and on weekends, including final
dress rehearsals, so the production will
avoid conflicts with schoolwork.
The show will be presented in
matinee and evening performances on
Sept. 25, 26, 27 and 28, as part of a
celebration • of Community Theatre's
current membership drive.
For more information about the auditions or any Community Theatre activities call 759-1787.

hassles, set what seemed like a simple
standard for invitations to third-party
candidates: the candidate had to reach
the 15-percent level in national polls.
But the fact that the league officials
meeting today have invited along a
corps of polling experts and academics
suggests that the formula may be a
good deal more complicated than imagined — and only partly because polls
taken over the last three weeks put
Anderson's national standing at
anywhere from 13 percent to 17 percent.
At any rate, as the debate question is
debated, the rest of the campaign goes
on. Both Anderson and Carter will be on
the stump in New Jersey today, and
Reagan will be in Chicago.

County School Board
To Meet Thursday
The Calloway County Board of
Education will hold its regularly
scheduled meeting at 7 p.m. Sept. 11, in
the board of education office on College
Farm Road, according to Dr. Jack
Rose,superintendent.
Items on the agenda include personnel salary schedules, 1980-81 budget,
personnel recommendations, review of
school bus garage equipment bids and
the superintendent's report, Rose said.

NEW REFUSE CONTAINER — A 17-cubic yard self-packing container, able to store up to four days worth of refuse,
was installed this morning at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The new system will replace six two-cubic yard
containers formerly used at the hospital. According to sanitation department superintendent Jerry Wallace, the
new container is a more efficient way to use the sanitation labor force, cutting man-hours of dumping hospital
refuse from 18-20 to about two and one-half. Wallace said he felt more containers in the city will enable the department to accommodate commercial growth without increasing the number of crew members. When the containers are filled, a hoist-truck picks up the container to dump the refuse. Wallace said using the containers is a
more clean and quiet way to handle refuse. Currently, K-Mart has a similar system and Ryan's Milk Company will be
installing a container. The hospital container, including the cement slab, was SS,800. Cost of the truck, purchased
used in February by the city, was $1 7,250,

Series Of Activities Slated For
Parents' Weekend At University
The honoring of parents of present
students at Murray State University
highlight a series of special events planned for the coming weekend, Sept. 1213, at the university.
The Fbiceis, 19-6 winners over
Southeast Missouri in their opening
game last Saturday night at Stewart
Stadium, will play the Youngstown
(Ohio) State University Penguins in a
non-conference game, beginning at 7:30
p.m.
The planned activity emphasis,
however, is on Parents' Weekend, and
special invitations have been extended
to the parents of all Murray students to
visit the campus and share in their son
or daughter's college experience for the
two days. A.
The activities will begin Friday night,
Sept. 12, when Maxene Andrews, a
member of the famous Andrews Sisters
trio of the 1940s, presents a free concert
in Lovett Auditorium, beginning at 8
p.m.
While performing as a trio, the Andrews sisters - LaVerne, Patty and
Maxene - sold more than 75 million
records, including 19 Gold Records,
during their careers.
Saturday, from 9 a.m. until noon, the
tours of residence halls, academic
departments as well as fraternity and
sorority houses and meeting places
have been arranged for the parents.
Also, planned is a tour of Stewart
Stadium,
From 1 until 3 p.m., the parents will
have the opportunity to meet and visit
with many of the university's top administrators and deans at a reception in
the Racer Room on the playing field
level of the stadium.
In the evening, they will be guests of
the Racers for the Youngstown game,
the kickoff for which is 7:30 p.m.
Also planned for the weekend is the
first of four special receptions honoring
alumni, former students and sup-

porters of the university from the West
Kentucky area.
The initial reception, scheduled from
6 until 7:30 p.m. Saturday in Room 226
on the lower concourse of the stadium
will honor Marshall Countians.
A light, buffet dinner will be served,
and a football, signed by the Racers and
their coaches, will be given away as an
attendance prize among those signing
the register.
Coordinating the Marshall County
reception is Bill Morgan and Pat
Hurley, both of Benton. Morgan, an insurance executive and member of the
university's board of regents, is the
president of the 4,500-member alumni
association.
On Oct. 11 when the Racers play the
University of Tennessee at Martin at
Stewart Stadium, alumni, former
students and supporters from nearby
Henry County, Tenn., will be honored at
a similar reception and light luncheon
beginning at noon in the same room.
Graves Countians will be honored
Oct. 25 for the Akron game, again at a
12 noon reception, and on Nov. 22 when
the Racers' traditional rival, Western
Kentucky University, comes to the
stadium for the season's final game,the
McCracken Countians will be honored.
Also scheduled for the coming
weekend are the appearances of two
outstanding Kentucky high school
bands, who will be guests of the Racer
band for halftime performances at the
Murray-Youngstown game.
Appearing will be the 127-member
Lone Oak High School Colonel Band and
the 114-member Glasgow High School
Scottie Band from Barren County.
The Lone Oak band, which includes 24
flag bearers, is directed by Gary Crisp,
in his fifth year at the school and a
graduate of Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, Tenn. The field commander is Todd Dowdy,a junior.
Last year, the Colonels won the

Iraqi Regime Suffers Casualties

inside today
Murray State defensive end Lamar Williams was named the Ohio
Valley Conference Defensive Player of the Week for his performance
Saturday night against Southeast Missouri State University. See details
on page(of today's sports section.
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Iranian Planes Destroy Tanks
By The Associated Press
Iranian warplanes destroyed dozens
of Iraqi tanks in the Qasr-e-Shirin
border area, and Iranian artillery shot
down an Iraqi MiG fighter and an Iraqi
helicopter, Tehran Radio said today.
The broadcast said an Iranian
warplane also was downed by Iraqi artillery fire, and that one of the pilots
bailed out during fierce air and land
battles that continued today.
The radio said Iranian troops inflicted heavy casualties on "agents" of
the Iraqi regime in the fighting 120
miles northeast of Baghdad, Iraq, and
340 miles west of Tehran.
No figures were given for Iraqi
losses, but the broadcast said two Iranian soldiers were killed and 20 wounded and that water and power were cut
off in Qasr-e-Shinn due to Iraqi shelling.
Iran's official Pars news agency
reported medical teams, ambulances
and a ton of medical supplies have been

airlifted to Kermanshah province to
help treat the wounded.
Iranian and Iraqi forces have been
skirmishing along their common
border since Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's fundamentalist Islamic revolution ousted Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi in January 1979. Iraq is
predominantly Sunni Moslem and
socialist, and Iran is mainly Shiite
Moslem and theocratic.
Iranian President Abolhassan BaniSadr said Monday the reason he rejected seven of the 21 Cabinet ministers
proposed by Prime Minister Mbhammad Ali Rajai was that they
represented a "minority group which
has extended its control over
everything and wishes to control the
government by despotism." • •
He also accused the seven of using
"destructive methods" and seeking
power through ''false propaganda, accusation and slander," and that he
wasn't too keen on the 14 he accept"!

•
• •••••••••111.01.••••

-.1.•-•••••

but decided to approve them anyway to
"create
the
maximum
of
understanding."
A government must be formed before
the Iranian Parliament, or Majlis, can
discuss the fate of the 52 American
hostages, who spent their 311th day in
captivity today.
Bani-Sadr said a campaign of "accusations," "lies" and "provocative,
seditious articles" had falsely questioned his loyalty to the Majlis and Khomeini.
"This is aimed at gagging the president," he told a crowd at a Tehran
square. "Those who constantly create
fictitious monsters; those who.
stantly create fear of this or that group
In order to frighten people, In reality
wish to dominate the people. They wish
to impose themselves upon society.
Such a government is not a government
which is Islamic or which is in the
Imam's (Khomeini's)line."

Governor's Cup at the Murray State
Festival of Champions and the Mayor's
Cup in the Owensboro Invitational Marching Contest. In March of this year, it
won the grand championship at the National Cherry Bloisom Festival in
Washington, D.C.
The 114-member Glasgow band is
directed by Bill Brogan, also in his fifth
year and a Western Kentucky University graduate, and includes 20 flag
bearers.
The band dresses in colorful Scottish
kilts and features five majorettes and
five bagpipes, and the drum major is
senior Charles Proffitt.
Last year, the Barren Countians won
the national parade championship at
the Festival of States at St. Petersburg,
Fla., and in 1978 represented Kentucky
in Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade in
New York City.

Unemployment
Benefits Run
Out For 5,000
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The 39week maximum benefits from
unemployment insurance has run out
for more than 5,000 Kentuckians, the
Department for Human Resources has
reported.
They were the first to receive the 13week extension to the normal 26-week
unemployment insurance benefits
period which took effect last June 2.
Rick Crawford, director of the
unemployment insurance division, said
Monday the state's high jobless rate
triggered the extended benefits before
a similar national situation did so.
He said neither Kentucky nor the
federal government has set a cutoff
date after which unemployed persons
cannot claim the 13-week extension.
Crawford said President Carter has
proposed an additional 13 weeks of
benefits beyond the 39-week maximum
for those in high unemployment states.
If Congress agrees and Kentucky is
designated such a state, jobless Kentuckians could reapply and receive the
additional benefits, he said.

Democratic Chairman
To Be Guest Speaker
At Dinner Meeting
Robert Cobb,state Democratic chairman, will be the guest speaker at the
annual Calloway County Democratic
Executive Committee dinner meeting
on Monday,Sept. IS..
The 7 p.m. dinner at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord, which will. honor
the workers of the county's 24 precinc, ta, witl be prece0,
!4 bps social hour at .
6:30.
-The price of the meal Is slid can
paid at the door, according to Z. C.
Edix, committee chairman. Reservations may be made by calling 753-1474
or 753-5842 by Friday. Joe Dyer is in
charge of the program.
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Declarer raised his voice
in the play of today's diasmonds and East thought he
was getting some news. Later he discovered that it was
only gossip, but it was too
9-9-A
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J
K
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ning heart
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However. had South taken 4.1 109
SOUTH
his heart finesse immediate•AK976
ly. West would win and later
•A Q
the defenders would also
•Q
score two diamonds and a
•K 7 5 2
club for down one
heart
his
delayed
South
East-West
Vulnerable
finesse to first try a swindle Dealer South The bidding
secthe
winning
After
play
ond trump in dummy, he led South West
North East
dummy's diarncid Jack
Pass
2•
Pass
1•
Pass
moothly
w
playedNif
Pass
East
Pass
4•
was
South
that
confident
jack
Club
Opening lead
about to try a losing finesse.
The diamond Jack went to
West's king but now it was
West's diamond lung was
too late to beat the game
it could
Declarer won the next club gone, However,
East to
with dummy's ace and the have been wrong for
credit
diamond queen forced out have done so, and full
making
East's ace, establishing goes to declarer for
dummy's ten East found a deceptive play
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the heart switch, but declarer had done his deed He
rope with the ace, crossed to
dummy in trumps and discarded the heart queen on
dummy's diamond ten
Should East have played
his diamond ace on the first
lead from dummy^ A tough
play and on this hand it
would work since the heart
switch would come before

-The difference between
news and gossip lies in
whether you raise your
voice or lower it." -- Franklin P Jones

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Mum-

HEALTH

a

Relief from asthma
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
to that. Of course, you nave a
good reason to be upset and
some people do develop a significant depression when they
have a long-term illness, particularly if it doesn't seem to
be under control.
You might ask your doctor
about the possibility of your
having depression and see
what he [hulks about your
having a consultation about it.
I don't think you're really
hooked on Alupent. It's a medicine designed to dilate the air
passages (bronchi). It could be
that you are having an overcompensating (rebound) constriction of your air passages
as the medicine begins to
wear off.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 8-6, Asthma.
Although you probably know a
great deal about the disorder,
it will bring you up to date on
it. Other readers who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,

New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
There are a lot of !lei.%
think I'm hooked on drugs
medicines that have been used
prescribed for the relief of
successfully in helping to conasthma, I'm almost 73 years
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pent so frequently. I certainly
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don't like to hear that you're
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minutes.
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the needed relief. Then
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doctor
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overall effect on the body.
because I won't let myself
With a combination of diftake it more often than every
ferent medicines, it's possible
four hours. I also take Tedral
you can get a great deal
that
twice a day.
more relief from your asthI weigh 90 pounds and am
ma. Knowledge that this is
down from 110 and I feel
true may make you feel better
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Barnett, Rt. 1, Box 189, Almo;
Dennis B. and Doris Nance will give the Trellis Mickey Boggess, 1706 Finney, Fern Terrace, MurMrs.
and
Mr.
Arthur 0. Smith, Rt. 7, Benray.
Route 1, Box 39A, invocation. Cecelia Brock is Magnolia, Murray.
ton; Mrs. Bridgette D. Smith, Burkeen,
president, Ann Brooks is se
parents of a
the
are
Murray,
Rt. 1, Buchanan, Term.; Mrs.
girl, Jennifer Kay, cond vice president, Frances
Gloria W. Benham, Rt. 5, Box baby
seven pounds 12 Galloway is recording
weighing
341A, Murray.
measuring 19's inches, secretary, Dorothy McKenzie
Mrs. Carolyn V. Lofton, Rt. ounce,
secretary,
on Thursday, Sept. 4, at is corresponding
SEPTEMBER 25 8:15 p.m.
6, Benton; Mrs. Rosie L. Gill, born
at the Murray- and Billie Hall is treasurer.
a.m.
8:02
Street,
17th
Leonard Rose cellist
120 North
meeting
the
for
Hostesses
Hospital.
Calloway County
Mayfield; George Allen
We Care
will be the members of the
Shoemaker, Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs.
They have one son, Jamie. 2.
Delta and Garden DepartMurray
About
p.m.
20
8:15
R
OCTOBE
Obera Johnson, Rt. 2, Box 294, The father is employed by
ments of the club.
Joseph
&
y
Anthon
Murray; Mrs. Donnye D. Paschall Truck Lines, Murto
urged
are
All members
ray. The mother is the former
Story, Rt. 1, Box 33, Murray.
Paratore, duo pianists
attend this special meeting,
Patricia Gail Sheridan.
Mrs. Brock said.
The club is composed of 10
Grandparents are Mr. and
//////''';z/7
DECEMBER 88:15 p.m.
departments with each
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen, Murray
•
4e111101//,
"A Christmas Carol"
department having special
Route 1, Mr. and Mrs. Wade
Norsworthy, Mayfield Route
projects of its own and
Musical adaptation of the
cooperating with the general
7, and Mr. and Mrs. Ernie
Dickens' classic
club for the many civic and
Sheridan, Murray. Great
summer
Barnes
This
Mrs.
are
ts
projects.
area
grandparen
APRIL 30 8:15 p.m.
the entire club sponsored the
Burkeen, Almo, Mrs. John
4.0111Wiallj(lir‘,17
County
and
Murray-Calloway
Workman, Murray, Mr.
Western Opera Theatre in
Jaycee Fair Queen contest,
Mrs. John Hobbs, Milburn,
Donizetti's
and other special services are
and Mrs. Elizabeth Jones,
"The Elixir of Love"
planned, a club spokesman
Mayfield Route 7. A great
said.
great grandmother is Mrs.
The 10 departments of the
Lottie Cooper Richey,
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
club are Alpha, Doris Nance,
Plus free admission to all
Mayfield Route 7.

Will Speak At Meeting Of
The Murray Woman's Club
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Watch This Space
For Details On
Pot-O-Gold Weekend

Give a hand
to the Murray
Civic Music
Assoc.

ASP
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Wiggins Furniture
T

Every other week throughout
1980. the National Bridal
For brides-to-be Service will award another
$1,000 cash.
who could use lucky coupletwenty-six
free
In addition,
$1.000 cash... honeymoons and many
more merchandise prizes. The sooner you
register,the greater your chance of winning!
No purchase is necessary. Stop by and
register.

FURCHES
JEWELRY
1 1 3 S. 4th
Member National Bridal Senace

tt

Big Semi Annual Wall To Wall

Sale
Starts Wed. Aug. 10th 8:30 a.m.

Free Gifts •
All Day Wed

r• t
7s
N6FURNITURE CO.
ROUTE 2 MURRAY KY
21/2 Mi N or5U S 641-ElpritonRd

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
warmlllll

Help
keep
Murray
culture
in tune.

Your membership in the
Murray Civic Music Assoc.
helps to keep good concerts
coming to Murray.
Give a hand to the MCMA.
Season tickets are $17.50 for
adults, $8.50 for students,
and $40 for families
Murray Civic
Music Association
1010 Westgate Drive
Murray KY 42071

HOME
FEDERAL

the
of
performances
Paducah Community Concert Series.

Murray,Ky.
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Community Happenings Listed
Tuesday,Sept. 9
Tuesday,Sept.9
Ruth Warren Group of SinkMurray Chapter of Parents
ing Spring Baptist Church Anonymous will meet at 7:15
WMU will meet in the home of p.m. For information call 753Wanda Walker at 7:30 p.m.
5995 or 435-4385.

Wednesday,Sept. MI
Oaks Country Club ladies day
events will start at 9:30 am
with golf, Doris Rose, hosteas,
and bridge, Kathryn Outland,
hysteria.

Today is the last day to
Reservatiuns for the luncheon
Gene Phillips, nuasionary to
enroll in a regular Tuesday
for Senior Citizens Rally Day at
France, will stow slides of his
and Thursday class at Murray Jonathan
Creek Baptist
work at the Sinking Spring BapState University.
Assembly on Sept. 11 should be
tist Chuch at 7:30 p.m.
Calloway County Y. F. A. made by today at noon at the
Ettes will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Assembly. A Brooks is will be
Hazel Senior Citizens will
the
Murray
Vocational taken by the Senior Citizens and
Center.
persons interested in going at $8 meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
for tnuriporiation and $3 for lun- the Hazel Center with lunch at
Workshop on oil painting cheon should call 753-0929 or 753- 11:45 am.
with Del Frazier as instructor
8274 by Tuesday noon.
will be from Ito 4 p.m at the
Douglas Center will be open
Murray Art Guild.
Wednesday,Sept. 10
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acLadles day events will be held tivities by the Senior Citizens
Murray Star Chapter No.
with lunch at 12 noon.
433 Order of the Eastern Star at the Murray Country Club will
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the golf at 9 am. with Venela Sexton
Murray Bass Club will meet at
as hcstess, bridge at 9:30 a.m.
lodge hall.
with linogene Hughes and Ann 6:30 pm,at the Sirloin Stockade.
Doran as hostesses and a ladies
Free blood pressure check
West Fork Baptist Church
day luncheon at 12 noon with
for senior citizens will be at
Women will meet at 7 p.m. at
Emmy Edwards as chairman.
12:30 p.m.. at the Hazel Comthe church. ,^
Homemakers Clubs will meet munity Center.
First
Groups of CWF of
as follows: New Concord with
Christian Church will meet as Mrs. Effie
Thursday,Sept. 11
Edwards and Harris
follows: I with Mrs. Walt Ap- Grove with Mrs.
Welcome Wagon Club will
Marvin Parks,
person, 1511 Chaucer Drive, both at 1 p.m.;
Pacers with Gail have a salad supper at 6:30
for a potluck luncheon at 11 Baust, Lynwood
Estates, at 9:30 p.m. at the fellowship hall of
a.m.; III with Mrs. Dave am.; South
Pleasant Grove with the First Christian Church,
Eldredge, Rt. 7, Murray, at Freda
Humphreys at 1:30 p.m.; North Fifth Street, just off the
7:30 p.m. Mrs. John Querter- Pottertown at
Colonial House at court square.
mous will give the program at 10 a.m.
meetings.
both
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Circles of the First United Beta Sigma
Phi Sorority will
Alcoholics Anonymous will Methodist Church will meet at meet at 7
p.m. at the home of
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end 7:30 p.m. as follows: Ruth Linda
England.
of the West Kentucky Wilson with Mrs. Paul ICiesow;
Livestock and Exposition Wesleyan with Mrs. Nate Beale;
North Pleasant Grove
Center, College Farm Road.
Hannah with Mrs. Jim Stahler.
Cumberland Presbyterian
Murray State University
Faculty Recital will be held at
8:15 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of Fine Arts
Center, MSU. This is free and
open to the public.
Reservations for the luncheon for the Senior Citizens
Rally Day on Thursday at
Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly should be in by today at noon.

Dean Ross of the Murray
Christian Fellowship Association will speak at the United
Campus Ministry luncheon at
12:30 p.m. at the Ordway Conference Room at Murray State.

Church Women will meet at 7
p.m. at the home of Virginia
Jones.

Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
the World will meet at 6:30
p.m. at the Triangle
Bible Overview will be at 6:30 Restaurant.
p.m. at the First Christian Church.
Calloway County Board of
Lynn Grove United Methodist Health will meet at 12 noon at
Church Women are scheduled to DeVanti's.
meet at 2 pm.at the church.
Blankenship Circle of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the home of
Marilyn Licidle.

Welcome Wagon Club
Plans Salad Supper
The Welcome Wagon Club will meet Thursday,Sept. 11, at
6:30 p.m. at the fellowship hall of the First Christian Church,
North Fifth Street,just off the court square, Murray.
A salad supper will be served. All members and any persons interested in the club are urged to attend, a club
spokesman said.

Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center. A potluck luncheon will be served.
Grove 6126 of the Woodmen
of the World will meet at 6
p.m. _at_ Alto Trian_gle
Restaurant.
Murray Chapter of Royal
Arch Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the lodge hall.

Your
Pot-O-Gold
Awaits You
This Weekend
Find It at A
Local Store

Mothers Day Out will be at 9
a.m. at the First Baptist Church.

The First Baptist Church
Softball Team will play King
and His Court at the CityCounty Park at 7:30 p.m.

Sole good through
Sot. Eve. Sept. 6
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A Student Government
Association-sponsored lecture, "Promise Them
Anything," will be at 8 p.m. at
the
Student
Center
Auditorium, Murray State
University. No admission will
be charged.
Murray Woman's Club will
hold its first general meeting
at 7 p.m. at the club house. All
members are urged to attend.
Workshop in Acrylic-Pastels
with Kathy Dowdy as instructor will be from 1 to 3
p.m. at the Murray Art Guild.

O

NOT JUST A FEW
SELECTED FABRIC
ITEMS ON SALE THAT
MAY NOT FIT YOUR
PRESENT NEEDS-WE
ARE SELLING EVERY
YARD OF FABRIC IN OUR
STORE Al 20% OFF OUR
REGULAR LOW PRICES.
EVERYTHING INCLUDED
GABARDINE
STRETCH TERRY
BROADCLOTH -MUSLIN
DOUBLE KNITS
VOILES-DENIM
PLISSE - DIANA
COTTON GUILTS
DRESS PRINTS
COOL SHEERS
TRIGGER-LININGS
CHECKED GINGHAM
T.SHIRT KNITS
INTERLOCKIINITS
KETTLE CLOTH
COUPE-DE•VICIE
PLUS ALL OTHERS

7;"

Activities by the Hazel
Senior Citizens will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Hazel
Center with lunch at 1145

Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.

.0.
1. /

LECTURE
*Promise Them Anything,"
a Student Government
Association-sponsored lecture, will be presented at 8
p.m. on Sept. 11 in the Student
Center Auditorium at Murray
State University. There will be
no admission charged.

WORLD FRIENDSHIP CLUB - Attending a coffee recently held by the World friendship Club at the home of Mrs. forge Carrastazu, Canterbury Estates, were, left to
right, front row, Mrs. Tom karvonis, club co-chairman, Greece, Mrs. Rob Walston, Germany, Mrs. Garrastazu, Cuba, Mrs. Debbie Shapla, new member. Murray, back row,
Mrs. Nilan landom, new member, India, Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger, club sponsor, Murray,
and Mrs. Bella Tina Olson, Germany. Not pictured but present were Mrs. W. A. Erwin,
club sponsor, kirksey, Helen Garrastazu, and Holly Walston, In August a buffet dinner
was held at the Colonial House Smorgasbord with Mrs. Olson as hostess. The nest
meeting will be a coffee to be held Wednesday, Sept. 24, at 9:30 a.m, at the home of
Mrs. Peter von Ameringen, Overby Drive, Murray Route 8.

SPUN.NEWS
9-5-80
386, Hardin; Mrs. Gladys M.
808 Bagwell, Murray.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Lee B. Bolen, 1517 Kirkwood Partee, 2105 College Farni
Carter, baby boy (Debra), Drive, Murray; Mrs. Eurah Road, Murray; David
Rt. 5, Box 1045, Panorama E. Phillips, Rt. 7, Box 57, Mur- Pankey, 110 W. 11th, CarShores, Murray.
ray; Burie M. Coleman, Rt. 2, thursville, Mo.; Toni J.
Dowdy, baby boy (Rene'), Box 13, Murray; Mrs. Jewel Dallas, 312 Springer Hall,
Rt.6, Mayfield.
H. Parks, 625 Ellis, Murray; Murray; Reva M. Mathis, Rt.
Morrison, baby girl (Joy), Mrs. Mabel Farmer, 1319 1, Box 316, Benton.
A6 Mobile Home Village, Mur- Poplar, Murray.
Mrs. Ethelene Ahart, Rt. 1,
ray.
Mrs. Marjorie W. Barnett, Dexter; Mrs. Carlene M.
Lewis, baby girl (Janice), Box 263, Murray; Thomas R. Hale, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. Alice
Box 484, Paris, Tenn.
Cleaver, Box 1373, Paris, I. Dillon, Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs.
Sanders, baby girl (Donna), Tenn.; William A. House, Rt. Dorothy M. Montgomery, 1604
805 Vine Street, Murray.
3, Box 185, Clinton; Ernest C. Belmont, Murray; Mrs. Judy
DISMISSALS
F. Byers, Rt. 1, Hardin.
Worley,912 Maiden,Fulton.
Mrs. Mitzie E. Etheridge
Mrs. Dorothy M. Wyatt, 1614
and baby boy, Rt. 1, Benton; Adults 136
Kirkwood, Murray; Mrs. Dora
Mrs. Sadie N. Waters, 1397 Nursery 13
E. Jack;an, Rt. 1, Hardin:
Johnson Boulevard, Murray; 9-6-80
Mrs. Grace E. Taylor, 404
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Diane Olive, Rt. 7, Murray;
North Fifth,Street, Paducah.
Schroader, baby boy Acre Miller, 1663 College TerGarrie Lee Green, Rt. 1, Box
12.3',2, Murray; Torrim* H. (Patricia), Rt. 1, Dexter. •
race, Murray; Mrs. Hazel
DISMISSALS
Patterson, Rt. 1, Murray.
Dill, Rt. 2, Dover, Tenn. ,
Mrs. Karen L. Hart, 1304
Mrs. Mozelle 0. Isbell, 202
Mrs. Ethel Mitchuson, 727
Vancil, South Fulton, Tenn.; Oveby, Murray; Mrs. Joyce Riley Court, Murray; Mrs.
Mrs. Linda L. Patrick, 2569 K. Tidwell and baby boy, Rt. 7, Pluma F. Ahart, Box 47.
Orland Avenue, Cincinnati, Box 430, Murray; Gene Steven Almo; Hannes Verway, CR
Ohio; Mrs. Bridgette D. Alexander, Rt. 1, Box 34, Mur- Box 138,.Harrilay, • Mes.Stella
Smith, Rt. 1, Buchanan, ray; Deborah A. Richardson, A. Wilkinson, 308 South 16th
Tenn.; Mrs. Janice C. Wilkin- Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.; Thomas Street, Murray; Charles B.
son, Box 68, Hazel; Derek E. G. White, Rt. 2, Hazel.
Hinman I expired 802 North
" -Belinda L. Green, Rt. 1, Box 18th Street, Murray.
Nance, Rt. 2, Hazel.
Jerry W. Maness, Rt. 1, Box
130D, Alum; Max W. Henry,
Rt. 1, Box 149F, Murray; Mrs.
Janice D. Duncan, Rt. 1, Box
196B, Benton; Mrs. Jacqulene
D. Hill, Rt. 2, Box 253N, Murray; Thomas R. Wilkerson,

20% OFF ALL
FABRICS
FOR EVERY
NEED
DRESS
SPORTSWEAR
CHILDRENS WEAR
FORMAL WEAR
MENS S BOYS
NIGHT WEAR
LOUNGE WEAR
DECORATIVE
UNIFORMS
CRAFT ITEMS
QUILTING
ETC. ETC.

Sit'S

Darnall Reunion Is
Planned On Sunday
The annual reunion of the descendants of the late Henry
and Alice Darnall will be held Sunday, Sept. 14, at the
pavillion at Kenlake State Park.
A basket dinner will be served at 1 p.m. All family
members and friends are urged to attend.

A

We are pleased to
announce that Joyce
Wooden, bride-elect
of Don Ropshor has
chosen
her
decorating
acceossires from our
complete
bridal
registry. Joyce andDon will be married
Oct. 4, 1980.

Happiness Place
1104 Story Ave.
753-4567

We ve slashed prices on every Steak Dinner
Dinner Platter and Sandwich on our menu
an average of 25%. so your family can enjoy
their favorite meals at Sirloin Stockade for
less than you can fix em at home'

Of hileres1 To

Senior
Citizens

Blood Pressure- To
Be Checked. Hazel
The Hazel Senior Citizens
will meet Wednesday, Sept.
10, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Hazel Center.
Members of the Calloway
County Health Department
will conduct a free blood
pressure check at 12:30 p.m.
following the luncheon served
at 11:45a.m.
All Senior Citizens are urged
to take advantage of this free
blood pressure check,said Annette Burnham, Hazel Senior
Citizens director.

,86a7
,14.

zd

Rfft

1.10
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At School Bible Club will
meet at the First Christian
Church.

(

Senior Citizens Rally Day
will be held at the Jonathan
Creek Baptist Assembly starting at 9:308.m.

Central Shopping Center
Highway 641 & Arcadia CI.
Mon., Toes., Sat. 9:00-600
Wed., Wows., Fri. 9:00-80
Sun. 1:00-5:00

maw.

Thursday,Sept. 11
Thursday,Sept. 11
Ellis Center will be open
Legion of Mary meeting will
be at 10:30 a.m. at the rectory from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
of St. Leo's Catholic Church.
with lunch at 11:30 a.m.

PLUMLEY BOY
A baby boy, Michael Alan II,
weighing seven pounds six
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Michael Plumley, Paris,
Tenn., Zin Thursday, Aug. 28,
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former
Jane Brewer. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Plumley and Mr. and Mrs.
Doyle Brewer, all of, Paris.
Tenn.

The Sizzlin' Sirloin Steak
1. The Original .319T 2. King Size
3. Ladies Cut .-2-:4
394.15
.9.:17
9,425
The K.C. Strip Center Cutd4:945 _575
The T-Bone tkmencas Favor-de-44g 4.15
The Rib Eye Tender n
y...4?943- 515
The Filet Mignon Wrapped in BaconAr99"575

OUR HEARTY DINNER PLATTERS
-3.
-139 cM?
Shrimp Platter 6 Shrimp Breaded b Deep Fried
Smoked Pork Chops Two Tender Pork Chops Smoked to Perfection
Chicken Fried Steak Covered with CCountry Gravy
-2-.1, 1.80
Chopped Steak Lean n Juicy
.2TE& .2.00
Steak'n Stuff Chopped Steak covered with Cheese Peppers Onions b Tomato-r
;
215
-49
a .9 .2.
Steak'n Mushrooms Chopped Steak smothered in Mushroom Gravy
Fish Filet Platter E3readed F, Served with Tarter Sauce
-2:19 1.95
German Sausage Platter Served with Hickory Sauce
1'5
95
Fried Chicken Platters F ned Golden Brown
Quarter (2-Reces= 1.
Half
i 1 Piet es1.3721 d,..45
Above Dinners Include Baked Potato or French Fries & Stockade Toast

SANDWICHES

Buffalo At Door
Of Mrs. Wallace

Hamburger (with cheese. if you like)

TULSA,Okla.(AP)-For a
moment, Jean Wallace really
feltbuffaloed when she opened
the door of her Tulsa home.
Mrs. Wallace said she heard
a strange commotion outside
when she got up Wednesday
and, opening the door, found
herself staring in the face a
1,000-pound heifer buffalo.
"I thought at first it was a
big cow with hair on its face,"
;tie said.
The animal belongs to E.
Tobias, who plans to raise buffalo
"Solneone left the gate
open," he said, explaining the
animal's escape.
Tulsa County deputy
sheriffs retrieved the buffalo

Chicken Fried Steak Sandwich

I Mustard. Pickles, Onions
2 Mayonnaise. Lettuce. Tomato

-1-73, .1.05

3. The Works. with Mustard or Mayonnaise
4. Hickory Sauce. Pickles. Mayonnaise

-4-:39 1.05

Our All You Can Eat

SOUP'N SALAD BAR
Create your own masterpiece from our fresh selection
of fixings, toppings and dressings. And enjoy a steaming
bowl of soup, all at the same old price...
99C with your meal.
• Prices good through October 5 only at participating Sirloin Stockades
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Looking Back

Opinion Page
Agree Or Not

1-0-Years Ago

By S.C. Van Curon

Fear OfJob Loss
Lessens In State

•

4

FRANKFORT — Anxiety and feat of
losing their jobs has subsided considerably among state employees in the
giant Human Resources Department, a
spokesman for the department said last
week.
Dr. Grady Stumbo, secretary of
Human Resources, has repeatedly said
at development district meetings
throughout the state has announced actions "have been to cut costs without
hurting people."
A wave of fear struck all through
state government when Gov. John Y.
Brown's administration, shortly after
taking office, began laying off
employees in bunches throughout state
government.
Since December 10, 288 people have
been laid off in Human Resources, but
53 of these have been rehired and four
laid off in other departments have been
returned to the Human Resources
payroll.
When Dr. Stumbo took over his position, there were 12,680 filled jobs in the
department, but there were only 11,765
as of August 15, for a net deduction of
925.
Most of this reduction was by normal
attrition through retirements, resignations, job changes and deaths or leaves
of absence.
Dr. Stumbo has reported :that his
department is not filling these openings
developed through attrition unless the
jobs are absolutely necessary for effi,aent operation.
Considerable fat in the bureaucracy
has been cut since December, the
.„
spokesman said.
Here are some of the examples:
More than half a million dollars in
personal service contracts have been
eliminated: These contracts were chiefly for doctors and lawyers.
All the legal work is being done with
in-house attorneys.
Two psychiatrists, drawing between
$50,000 and $60,000 per year have been
cut from the payroll. He said they were
doing little work for the state.
More than $100,000 in travel expense
nas been eliminated.
Sixteen ministers who held chaplain
positions were laid off. Fourteen of
these had an annual salary of $16,000
per year and the other two has a salary
more than)17,000 for performing little
work at juvenile detention centers
across the state.
One of these ministers has been
rehired as a counselor, but he is
qualified specifically in that field as
well as in the ministry.
Another $25,000 has been cut for
magazines, newspapers and professional organization dues.
The spokesman said Dr.Stumbo pays
his professional dues and buys his
magazines out of his pocket, and "the
others can too."
All state automobiles but two assigned to the department have been return-

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Much has been written during the
past generation about the unfortunate
division between science and the
humanities. The English thinker C.P.
Snow coined the phrase "the two
cultures" to describe this twentiethcentury division in Western thought.
While many people have explained
this increasing gap between the artist
and the scientist as due to increasing
specialization in science, others, such
as Robert Pirsig, author of Zen and the
Art of Motorcycle Maintenance,
wonder if the humanist's mistaken fear
of technology might not contribute to
the problem:
The Buddha, the Godhead,
resides quite as comfortably in
the circuits of a digital computer
or the gears of a cycle
transmission as he does at the top
of a mountain or in the petals of a
flower. To think otherwise is to
demean the Buddha - which is to
demean oneself.
Mairay Ledger & Times
USF'S 3067001
Walter I. Apperson
Publisher
R Gene McCutcheon
Editor
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 1,
Christmas Day. New Years Day and Thanksgiving by Murray Newspapers. Inc , 103 N 4th St
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ed to the state motor pool.
Gasoline credit cards have been
reduced from 83 to 4 in the department.
At least 10 political appointees "doing
nothing" were lopped from the payroll.
The spokesman said Dr. Stumbo's
staff found at least 60 people on the
payroll in "manufactured jobs" with no
responsibility or regular duties. He said
this was not particularly the fault of the
employees but of the system.
When the government was reorganized under Gov. Wendell Ford, late in his
administration, no one was laid off and
there was a surplus of employees in
some places, he said. "Carroll just
didn't lay these people off."
The people rehired "have been put in
real jobs and they are happier than they
were," he said.
He believed the regular employees
know that Dr. Sturnbo has gotten rid of
the worst malingerers in the Department and the employees appreciate
knowing their work counts.
When openings develop in the dapartment, persons laid off are offered the
jobs first. Some have gotten jobs in
private enterprise and don't want to
return to work for the state.

Bible Thought
And Jesus knew their thoughts, and
said unto them, Every kingdom divided
against itself is brought to desolation;
and every city or house divided against
itself shall not stand. — Matthew 12:25.
How often .Christians waste their
energies squabbling with other
Christians over insignificant details of
oUl. is:111 when we shotrld be joining
forces to overcome the atheism and
secularism found in our world.

inikimETEsioNisTs
Garrott's Galley

By M.C.Garrott

A Lot OfSweat And Blisters
Went Into This Job At 20c An Hour
One of these days you won't recognize
the Murray State campus with all its
newly-poured and artistically-designed
sidewalks — the prelude to a long overdue, general face-lifting the campus is
getting.
Clarence Lefler, the physcial plant
director, and his temporary crews
already have completed something like
2,100 linear feet of the new walkways,
replacing some 28 percent to date of the
old, patched-up, sunken or crumbling
sidewalks on the main campus with 658
cubic yards of concrete.
Most of the new sidewalks, designed
into a pattern compatible with plans for
the new mall area where old 15th Street
used to be,are at least eight feet wide to
accommodate snow-removal and service equipment:
Others are 10 feet wide and sturdy
enough to give heavy service vehicles.
such as firefighting equipment easy access to the innermost areas of the campus. It all is going to be nice, really
nice.
4-+
Among the old surfaces, Clarence
and his men tore up and hauled away to
a land fill, was the driveway at
"Oakhurst",the president's home.
I distinctly remember when that was
poured. A lot of my sweat and blistered
hands went into it. It was like seeing an
old friend beaten up, watching them
tear it up — within hours.
It was poured in the spring of 1937,
and they used what was called a "bag
mix." This was creek bottom gravel,
sand and bag cement, mixed a batch at
a time in a gasoline motor driven mixer
with a big, slowly revolving ball-like
thing on it and in which the concrete
was mixed.
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Mr. Waters has suggested the strongest case in comparing
the logs' length with that of the original court house, 20 feet, short
a few inches. John wrote: "I cannot recall if she (Mrs. Humphrey)
told me that the house was from the logs of the first court house
or not, but have been told on numerous occasions later that it was
from one of the public buildings from the first county seat." Mrs.
Ola Graham's efforts traced the history of the log house back to
1889-67 years short of original court house of 1822. It is reasonable
to conclude that the Humphrey's log cabin did come from old
Wadesboro, as did several other early log cabins in Murray, however it is presumptious to assume the Humphrey home was the
original Calloway County court house for there is not a shred of
positive evidence to support the conclusion. On the other hand,
the preservation of the log house at the city park in 1979 as a lasting
memorial to the historical origins of our people, is a noteworthy
preservation deserving praise which could be more correctly labeled
as a "Replica of Calloway County's first court house and reconstructed from logs of the Wadesboro era when a county seat."
Growing Murray town received a boost in its water supply
with the construction of a million dollar storage tank at 2nd and
Elm streets with a capacity of thrusting over four million gallons of
water into the city system a day. Conveniently timed to coincide
with the election of Pres. L. B. Johnson Nov. 2, 1964, was the dedication of Water District No. 1 which had been under construction
since March, 1963. Another re-election boost occurred with the
erection of a $34,500 80X40 foot hanger for the Murray-Calloway
County Airport on Sept. 4, 1964. (Public construction in 1964 was
dependent for the greater part on federal subsidization.)
Settle-Workman Company opened for business Aug. 13, 1964,
with Ed Settle and Fred Workman principal owners. Tommy
Sanders provided a helping hand on opening day.
Definite announcement was made in late August that the proposed new interstate highway 1-24 would not enter Calloway County
but would be routed by way of Fort Campbell through Christian
County to cross the Ohio River at Paducah, according to a dispatch,
fiat the White Homse and ,authorized by thq„President.
Enhancing the religious life of the community, the announcement was made a Lutheran Chapel and Youth Center would be
erected on Main Street at South 15th Street with a capacity of 200
attendants with the Rev. Steve Mazak accepting the call.
To Be Contidited

There were only one or two of the
mixers around, I'm told. The Murray
Lumber Company had one for years,
and the Key brothers — Clifton,
Wallace and Humphreys — had one.
They built some of the early buildings
at the college as well as the First Baptist Church in Mayfield. The mixers
were portable and the motor hand
cranked.
++++++
B. J. Hoffman, who passed away only
recently, was in charge of buildings and
grounds at the college at the time, and
Daddy Holland was the foreman.
Daddy Holland, long since passed
away, was our boss, and we students all
liked him even though he did his best to
appear gruff and bossy. I can see him
now — in his old, crumpled black hat,
dark rumpled trousers held up by big,
wide suspenders and a light-colored
shirt buttoned to the neck and worn
without a tie.
He always carried a big watch on a
heavy chain — across his chest if he
happened to be wearing a vest, which
he often did. If not, he carried it in the
watch pocket of his trousers.
Daddy Holland kept our working time
to the minute, recording it in a little
black notebook in his shirt pocket.
When we would report for work, he'd.
pull out that watch and note the time.
Then he would turn to our particular
page in that little book and mark down
.the time We came to work. The procedure would be repeated when time
came for us to leave.
We were paid 20 cents an hour, and
we got paid only for the time we were in
his sight, on therjob. Student workers today get $2.50 to $2.75 per hour, depending on the program, for up to 15 hours
a week.
That's $37.50 to $41.25 a week compared with the $3.00 we received for the
same number of hours. Not much, I'll
grant you, but you could get a T-bone
steak with all the trimmings at Gene
Hughes' popular Hutt for 75 cents.
++++++
The summer had not yet started when
they got ready to pour the driveway at
the president's home. Dr. James H.
Richmond was living there at the time.
They also were to put in a new sidewalk
from the house over to the Administration Building (now Wrather Hall)so Dr.
Richmond wouldn't have to walk across
the grass.
In May of that year, Mr. R. E.

Broach, the business manager of the
school, put out the word that some summer work was available if any of the
students wanted to stay on campus
after school was out and pick up a few
bucks helping mix, pour and finish the
concrete.
I was one of those who volunteered. I
was going to be around anyway, trying
to complete my chemistry experiments for Paul Johnson, and, the
Lord knew, I needed the money. I only
weighed 112 pounds at the time,and had
a waist (sigh) about as big around as a
stove pipe.
Daddy Holland didn't consider size
for a moment. He put me on the
handlebars end of a wheelbarrow and to
hauling the freshly-mixerLet"''e
from the mixer out to where it was tilbe
poured and worked down. Of course,
the distance got shorter every day, but
at first it was some push!
That was the heaviest work I ever got
into. I still think that's where I got my
bowed legs — lifting that wheelbarrow
and wobbling along with the thing brimming full of that concrete.
They would put in so many shovelsful
of gravel, so many of sand and a scoop
or two of cement. Then they would run
water into it through a hose for a few
minutes And start mixing.
When the fellow at the mixer decided
it was ready, we would push our
wheelbarrows up under the ball-like
mixer and they would dump us full —
brimming full — and off we'd go to
dump and come back for more.
++++++
Several of the football players also
stayed around to work on that job. One,
I remember, was Herman Land, a
massive, balding tackle from Jellico,
Tenn. He was almost old enough to be
my father, and there were all kinds of
stories about where all he had played
football before coming to Murray, but
he handled that wheelbarrow like it was
nothing. To me, the thing seemed to
weigh a ton.
Nowadays, with these big ready-mix
trucks, they can pour and finish more
concrete in a morning than we could
with that old put-put-put mixer and
those wheelbarrows in a week. In one
day alone, they recently poured 68
cubic yards into the new sidewalks.
I don't know whether you could call
those "the good old days" or not, but it
seems like only yesterday. My muscles
get sore at the very thought of them.
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20 Years Ago
Keen Johnson, Democratic candidate
for the office of United States Senator
from Kentucky, was in Murray yesterday in the interest of his campaign for
election in the November general election.
Deaths reported include Henry
Thorn,88.
James 0. Burkeen, formerly of Murray,son of Mr.and Mrs. Ed Burkeen,of
the U. S. Soil Conservation Service has
been transferred to Paducah from Clinton.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs
Gerald Alton, a girl to Mr. and Mrs
Herman Ford, a boy to Mr. and Mrs
Gerald Coles,and a boy to Mr. and Mrs
Johnny Hutchens.
The annual Pool family reunion was
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Pool.
Bacon is listed as selling for 49 cents
per pound in the ad for Johnson's
Grocery this week.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre are "Sink The Bismarck" with
Kenneth More and Dana Wy-nter and
"The little Savage" with Pedro Azendariz.
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30 Years Ago
Bobby Marshall, son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. J. Marshall of Murray, is in Kosair
Hospital, Louisville, suffering from
poliomyelitis. A total of 363 cases of
polio have been recorded this year in
the state of Kentucky.
Deaths reported include Mary Helen
Fortune,6.
Over 1,200 people have taken advantage of the free x-ray for tuberculosis at
the mobile x-ray unit in Murray for the
past three days.
Donald Spencer of Monmouthshire,
Abergavenny, England, visited in Murray and Hazel on Sept. 7. He is one of
four young farmers from England
visiting the United States this year in
the exchange program.
Mrs. Noel Melugin has been
employed by the lunch room committee
to supervise the cafeteria at Murray
High School this year.
The Rev. W. H. Rone, pastor of the
Memorial Baptist Church, received his
Bachelor of Divinity degree at the
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary,Louisville.
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Funny World
In Portland a sign in a doughnut shop
proclaims: THIS SHOP FOR SALE.
TAKE OWNER OUT OF THE HOLE.
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Today In History

Congressional Record
Not Strict Account
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Often the
Congressional Record is known more
for its omissions and additions than for
being a strict account of House and
Senate proceedings.
Congressman routinely clean up their
words and syntax before their remarks
are committed to print. They insert
speeches never spoken, remove
awkward passages, excise errors in
fact and frequently engage in wholesale
editing.
But apparently that service doesn't
apply to presidential utterances. Or did
Senate Majority Leader Robert C. Byrd
intend a dig at President Carter?
Several days ago, the West Virginia
Democrat placed into the Record
Carter's acceptance speech at last
month's Democratic National Convention — bloopers and all.
There, rendered into bald print for
the first time in so formal a fashion,
was Carter's gaffe in referring to the
Democrat "who would have been one of
the greatest presidents in history —
Hubert Horatio Hornblower — Humphrey."
Byrd could have easily excised the
"Hornblower" from the speech since it
wasn't in the original written text and
was so obviously a slip-of-the-tongue by
Carter.
But Byrd, who has expressed some

The Murray Lions Club has contributed $2,000 to the city of Murray for
the purchase of playground equipment
and basketball goals.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bernard N. Belote, Sr., 88, Michael Reed
Gooch,2, and Karl C. Turner,75.
Charlie S. Marr is retiring today after
serving Murray and Calloway County
as a law official since January 1938.
- Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. David Hopkins, a boy to
Mr.and Mrs. Elbert Johns, Jr., and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Dan Crouse,
all on Sept. 3.
Richard J. Cottrell, formerly with the
USDA Forest Service, has joined the
program planning staff of the Land
Between the Lakes,TVA.
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus T. Paschall
observed their 50th wedding anniversary on Sept. 1.
Mrs. Charles D. Milliken is the new
president of the Calloway County
Democratic Women's Club. Other officers are Mrs. Maurice Crass, Jr.,
Mrs. Carolyn Conner, and Mrs. Z. C.
Enix.

public coolness toward Carter of late,
left it in.
"I'm sure it was unintentional," said
Mike Willard, Byrd's news secretary.
------It's a hard life, being a congressman,
especially if you're House majority
leader. Or so Democrat Jim Wright of
Texas, the present holder of that job,
told constituents recently in a newsletter.
"Every job has its ups and downs,"
he said. "The down side in this case is
that I work longer hours, take more
flak, get blamed for more things that
don't go right, and feel more frustrations at not being able to make
everything work out just right."
And if that weren't enough, Wright
continued: "Until about four years ago,
I played tennis at least one nights week
and once on the weekend.(Wife) Betty
enjoyed that too. Now we're lucky if it's
four times a year."
Bill Purvis has found that introducing
himself as press aide for Republican
Rep. Richard Kelley of Florida almost
always draws a comment about Kelly's
Implication in the Abscam scandal.
So lately 'Purvis has been shortcircuiting things, introducing himself
as a representative of "Congressman
Kelley of Abscam."
And so far, no one has asked him if
Aliescam is a city in Florida.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Sept. 9, the 253rd
day of 1980. There are 113 day's left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Sept. 9, 1776, the term "United
States" became official in a ruling of
the Second Continental Congress.
On this date:
In 1830, Charles Durant made early
aviation history when he flew his
balloon from New York City across the
Hudson River to Perth Amboy,N.J.
In 1850, California was admitted to
the union as the 31st state.
In 1971, more than a thousand
prisoners revolted at Attica state prison
in upstate New York, setting fires and
taking 32 guards hostage.
In 1976, Mao Tse-tung, the leader of
the Chinese Communist revolution,
died in Peking at age 82.
Ten years ago,"Hello Dolly" became
the longest-running musical in Broadway history, eclipsing the record set by
"My Fair Lady."
Five years ago, New York City's
school system was crippled by a
teachers'strike.
Last year, American envoy Robert
Strauss met with Egypt's President
Sadat and said afterward he was "absolutely confident" that IsraeliEgyptiap talks on Palestinian
autonomy would te successful.
Today's birthday: Former Kansas
Gov. Alf Landon is 93.
Thought for today: When a man
assumes a public trust, he should consider himself as public property. —
Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826
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Building Corner
By Roy Harmon
Winter is just around the
corner so now is the time to
begin making preparations.
Look around your house or
building for openings where
winter winds can enter and the
heated air escape. Seal all
these openings with caulking
which is readily available at
hardware stores and lumber
yards.
Many so-called experts
stress adding of large
amounts of insulation to the
attic areas. I am not knocking
insulation of this area but adding large amounts can
neglect ventilation in the window area and is not good
economics in my opinion.
. Heat does not 'always rise.

Heated air dues tend to rise,
but heat travels only one way toward cold, whether that be
up, down or sideways. It
travels faster through windows.
When its 0 degrees outside
and 75 degrees in doors ceilings lose heat at the rate of 23
BTU's per hour per square
foot. This compares to l05
BTU's per square foot per
hour through windows. That's
over 5 times as much ene-gy
lost thru windows than ceilings.
So for an energy-efficient
building, we must have a
balance of the energy loss
areas. Insulation in attic and
walls are very necessary

Convertible Cooktop
New For Homeowners
There is a DACOR convertible cooktop for homeowners who are remodeling
with wall ovens but still want
the luxury of indoor barbecuing. The cook top is available not only in a 4-burner
hut also a 6-burner model.
This larger unit offiirs'the
cook 4 burners 0n whic
prepare food whi
arbecuing or roasting I e meat
on the barbecue or rotisserie.
Ease of cleaning is a feature of the DACOR convertible barbecue/range. The
surface units are plug-ins with
lift-out trays. The barbecue
module features a stainless
steel liner and a removable
bottom drip pan. All barbecue parts,including the grills.
are made of heavy steel ask
with chrome plating and the
cassette•of permanent and
washable ceramic refractory
coats can be cleaned in the
sink or dishwasher.
An ideal partner for your
new DACOR cook center is
the DACOR Series "7700"
Ventilator which provides the
ultimate in contemporary
design and performance for
quiet and efficient kitchen
ventilation.
Designed to coordinate
with the newest built-in kitchen appliances, the elegant
black glass front and stainlless stell trim blend beautifully with the stainless steel

and black glass panels on
the cook center. The baked
enamel finish is offered in
the popular appliance colors
of avocado, harvest gold.
coppertone and white.
The DACOR "7700" is
beautifully simplistic with a
face panel that is unclutteredby switches, knobs or nameplates. Interchangeable face
panels provide unlimited decorative options including the
flexibility to repeat the use
of a formica or ceramic.tile
surface used elsewhere in the
kitchen. Soft recessed illumination provides plenty of
shadow-f tee. light for the
entire convertible barbecue/range cooking area.
Most important. the DACOR
kitchen ventilator works as
well as it kill1W../4.-Ang and
whisking away odors whisperquietly. The unit holds a large
double 2-speed squirrel cage
blower that produces 460
CFM to handle both the
range and barbecuing requirements. Ease of cleaning
is an equally important feature. The grease filters easily
snap out and can be washed
in the dishwasher:
Give in to your "spring
fever"! DACOR is a beautiful
idea for your kitchen and a
beautiful way of.cooking. See
the convertible harbecue/ninge
oven and kitchen ventilator
at fine appliance dealers
everywhere.

along with proper vapor barriers. Piles of insulation in the
attic with out the proper installation of vapor barrier and
walls and floors insulated with
special care to windows and
doors. If either must be held to
the minimum make it the attic, but be sure it has plenty of
ventilation.
The windows should have
careful attention. This can be
taken care of in several ways.
If the windows you now have
are in good shape, caulk and
!heather stripe them. If you
have no storm windows add a
good storm window. Buying
the least expensive window
you can find is being penny
wise and pound foolish. Buy a
good window, one that the
company will back in writing.
There are at least two brands
available locally that fit this
description.
Another very important
aspect of the comfortable
building is to control the
humidity in the home. Due to
the modern ways of living and
ever increasing emphasis on
air tightness this is so imporDne -point of the
reasoning as to less insulation
in the attic. This moisture
must be removed for comfort
and long life to the building.

MAiN 13 UPPER LEVEL

t OWE

THIS DOUBLE WING TRI-LEVEL HOME has Colonial
styling. The main level consists of a living room, dining room
and kitchen. The lower level features a family room while the
upper level has four bedrooms. Plan H A I 1650 has a total of
2,062 square feet. For more information write - enclosing a
stamped, self-addressed envelope - to architect Carl E
Geiser, 25600 Telegraph Rd., Southfield. Mich. 48034.

ON THE
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures

In some areas of the world,
building houses on poles or

salts tins been going on ever
since man moved out of caves.
In the United States, the
practice has been confined

Fiberglass Shingles
New For Roofing Uses

New Steam Baths Have
Automatic Operation

Thermasol Steam baths feature completely automatic
operation - set the timer
for the desired bathing time
and in lust minutes the healthful steam tills the enclosure.
Hard to believe? Not really

when you consider all the
water and energy we pour
down the drain each year in
search of a satisfying bath.
Americans are notonous for
their "long hot shower," a
poor substitute for what Europeans have known for thousands of years - steam
bathing.
Thermasol Ltd.,the world's
largest manufacturer of steam
bath.equipment. pioneered
the personal steam bath over
two decades ago, and made
it a practical reality for very
American home.Any planned
or existing tub or shower can
double as a professional

steam bath - completely
installed in a matter of hours.
The average 15 minute
shower consumes approximately 60-70 gallons of water
(at a restricted rate of 4-5
gallons per minute) and
KWH of electricity. Thermasol on the other hand, requires only 1 1/2 quarts of
water and 1.8 KWH of electricity per 15 minute steam
bath. At this savings rate
Thermasol could pay for
itself in a year!
The "heart" of Thermasol
is a mini-generator, powerful
enough to steam up to a 1200
cubic foot enclosure, yet
compact enough to neatly
hide away in a vanity,closet,
or above a hung ceiling. This
steam generator is about the
size of a breadbox, weighs
between 35 and 65 lbs., and
may be located in any convenient space up to 50 running feet from the bath.
The "do-it-yourselfer" appreciates Thermasors quick
and easy installation. Either
way. the Thermasol steam
bath, guaranteed against
product defect for 5 full
years. offers many years of
lasting pleasure and economical operation.
For complete information
contact Consumer Prod.
Div.. ThermaSol Ltd.. ThermaSol Plaza, Leonia. NJ
07605, 800-631-1601. In NJ
201.947-6222.

Your
Pot-O-Gold
Awaits You
This Weekend
Find It at A
Local Store

Roofs covered with fiber glass shingles are more durable,
weather and fire-resistant than roots of paper-based asphalt
shingles. Conventional asphalt shingles usually have a lifeexpectancy 01 15 years, but Johns-Manville backs Its fiber
glass shingles with a 20-25 year limited prorated warranty.

The tough qualities of asphalt have been valued since
Noah used it to waterproof
his ark.
In more modem times,asphalt has been used as the
key ingredient in the shingles which cover America's
homes. And from this traditional asphalt shingle,a new
generation of roofing products has been born - fiber
glass shingles.
Indeed, these modern
products are causing an
American roofing revolution! Each year more consumers are turning to fiber
glass to cover their homes.
What is this new shingle
that everyone's talking about?
"Basically, we've taken
the conventional asphalt
shingle and made it better,"
says Edward A. Reilly, merchandising managing for
roofing products at JohnsManville. The difference,
says Reilly, is the base -- or
mat - of the shingle.
Conventional asphalt shingles have an organic base of
wood fiber and waste paper.
pioneers in the development of fiber glass shingles.
replaced the organic mat
with inorganic, rot-resistant
fiber Vass Cinder a heavy
weather-proof asphalt coat.
Consequently, these new
products can endure severe
climate extremes. Being
more durable than conventional asphalt shingles, they
also last longer. Most organic-based asphilt shingles

have a life-expectancy of 15
years. while fiber glass shingles are designed to last 2025 years.
Most important,fiber glass
shingles provide excellent
fire protection. That's why
Underwriters Laboratories
has given them its highest
fire-resistance rating - Class
A. This compares with the
most conventional asphalt
shingles.
In consumer -focus groups
across the country,consumers were enthusiastic about
fiber glass shingles. And.
they were pleased to learn
that they weren't limited in
style and color selection.
Johns-Manville, for example, has four shingle styles
-- ranging from the traditional square cut three-tab
design to a distinctive threedimensional laminated design. Of all the colors they
offer. J-M says homeowners
tend to lean toward the
newer earthtone shades.
"It's simple." says J-M's
Reilly. "Consumers want
products that look good and
last a long time. That's why
sales of fiber glass shingles
have doubled in just the past
few years."
Predicting that sales will
continue to escalate. .1-M
has begun converting all its
conventional asphalt shingle
plants to fiber glass shingle
production,.."Webelieve Mat
fiber glass based shingles are
the single most important
roofing development to come
along in our lifetime." concludes Reilly.

mostly to commo.nial buildings, vacation cottages, farm
structures, and dwellings which
have .needed special construction techniques as protection
against the unpredictability of
nature or as a solution to the
problem of difficult terrain.
Now, there are increasing
signs that pole building may be
coming into its own solely because of its inherent advantages. Pole building is a system
of construction which employs
widely spaced poles embedded
in the ground to support both
roof and floor. These pressure.
treated supports are linked at
floor and roof levels with horizontal wood girders. The floor
and roof are laid across these
girders. The walls, windows,
doors and fixtures are then attached. There is no foundation
as such, although the poles
serve in that capacity, just as
they serve as the structural
frame.
The designation "poles" is
used rather loosely, since we
are inclined to think of poles as
round. Actually, while most
poles used for this purpose are
round, some are squarish,
which makes for easier construction but are said not to be
as strong as the round.
Building a house or even a
small barn or storage shed is
not one of those weekend projects you can knock off in a hurry. But Ralph Wolfe, an architect in Cambridge, Mass., says
the system of pole building "is
nonetheless easier and cheaper
than building with conventional
stud framing, and its conceptual simplicity is less intimidating to the novice."
In his book, "Pole Building
Construction," he takes you on
a photo tour of 18 pole structures around the country. The
construction process as well as
the finished dwellings are
shown.
Among the plans included in
Wolfe's book is one for a solar
cottage with two bedrooms. Depending on the local climate,
the sun will provide 50 to 75
percent of the heat for the
house. The key element of the
design is a waterwell - a row
of translucent, water-filled
tubes Just inside the sliding
glass doors which line the south
face of the house.
These tubes collect and hold
the sun's heat in winter, retaining their warmth through the
night and greatly reducing the
need for supplementary heat.
At night, insulating drapes are
pulled across the windows to
reduce heat loss. The north side
has only a few small windows,
while the roofline drops down
to deflect north winds up and
over. In addition, the entire
northeast and northwest walls
are lined with closets to buffer
the cold, as well as to provide
ample storage in lieu of a basement.
The plan for the solar cottage
provides for a utility room for
a water heater and the boiler,
if oil or gas is used as the
backup fuel source. In that
case, a forced hot-water heating system is recommended. If
wood-burning stoves are to be
used for backup heat, the utility room may be eliminated or
used for some other purpose
("Pole Building Construction" is published by Garden
Way, Charlotte, Vt. 05445.1
(Do-it-yourselfers will find
much tiul infonnanon in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," available
by sending 41.50 to this newspaper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J.
07M6

Glitter Means Glamour
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsleatures
On the decorating front, mirrored surfaces have been
cropping up a lot lately So
have foil wall coverings, shiny
lacquered walls, upholstery fabrics with a sheen, satin sheets,
chandeliers, cut crystal stemware and brass and chrome accessories.
Shine, it seems, as in as a decurauve ploy. And an Large cities
all over the United States, mirror-bright decorating schemes
are becoming the height of
fashion. The reason for the
growth of Interest in shiny tote.
flora is in the times, according
to one decorator.
"You can read the psychology of an age from its
home furnishings," said Mary
Knackstedt, a designer with offices in New York and Harrisburg, Pa. -Style supports us in
troubled times. And glittery
rooms are a little bit of self indulgence. The high anxieties
which are common today, especially in cities, can be uplifted
with glittery interiors, and that
is why they are growing in popularity."
Bebe Winkler, a New York
designer, echoed these
thoughts, noting that "glittery
rooms are a little like my red
satin dancing slippers. They
mean glamour and excitement
and they bring some pizzazz to
Life."
Shiny wall coverings have
been strong sellers for at least
five years, except in New England where they don't go over
at all, said one manufacturer.
They are specially in demand
in California, Texas and New
York, added Charles Dorvetti,
design director for James Seeman Studios, a wall coverings
producer. It's the understated
styles that sell best, he added,
not the blindingly bright ones.
Ms. Winkler agrees with the
use of only a touch of glitter. "I
like to use reflective surfaces,
low-level glitter, for the air of
glamour and sparkle they bring
to a room," she said.
There are many ways to
bring a touch of glamour into a
room without turning it into the
great white way. Glass and
chrome tables, plexiglass furniture, brass accessories, shiny
lacquered furniture, high gloss
paint on the walls and even polished cotton can be used effeetively to provide some reflective surfaces against which
light can bounce and sparkle.
Glittery rooms are not hard
to do, but lighting plays a more
important role in a shiny room
than iii an ordinary room.
very important to have
several separate sources of illumination and to have dimming
controls so that if the room develops too much of a glare, the
lights can be toned down," said
Ms. Winkler.
"It's a question of using mirrors, the play of color; marvelous lighting," said Ms.
ICnackstedt.
When you are seeking to
create a glamorous setting, you
can forget about lamps, she advised. Have your light coming
from strange spaces and hidden
so that only the effects are visible.
An excess of brilliant surfaces in a room can be too much
of a good thing, added Ms.
Knackstedt. A sparkling decorating scheme is fun in a foyer
or small downstairs bathroom,
places we are in and out of
quickly.
But a glittery room is not
usually a place where you want
to spend a lot of time, she
warned.
"Glittery rooms don't seem
appropriate for country settings. But they are wonderful in
big cities where people tend to
use their homes mainly in the
evening and to entertain quite a
bit," added Ms. Winkler.
Today's shiny rooms owe a

—SU BTLE GLEAM - This 'glittery foyer features a
shiny wall covering and an alcove accented with a mirrored sculpture stand.(James Seeman Studios' Canton
Stripe from its Magic on Mylar 11 Wall Covering Collection.)

great deal to the art deco period. The style popular in the
1920s and 1930s reached its
most flamboyant form in the
extravagant Hollywood film
sets of the 1930s and 1540s.
"There is a 30- or 40-year
gap in what people consider
nostalgic," noted Lionel Libson,
an executive with General
Tire's wall coverings division

In the '50s it was the Charleston and the Roaring Twenties:
in the '20s it was the Gay Nineties.
-Today we are attracted to
the shine of art deco and art
nouveau and I would expect to
see more wall coverings designs and other home furnishings products based on these
styles in the near future."

Here's the Answer
over and this time I would like
to finish it with something that
does not have a shine to it.
What do you suggest"
A.- I don't know who recommended that you use varnish
on siding, but it was not a good
idea, especially when you apparently used interior varnish.
Exterior varnish does not have
a shine on it. You will have to
remove the old varnish, at
which point you have a choice
of several finishes. Among'
these are paints, stains and one
of the varieties of penetrating
wood sealers. If you decide on
paint, it technically can be applied over varnish, but not varnish that is peeling or has a
shine. Stain or penetrating
wood sealer must be applied to
raw wood or to wood from
which the previous finish has
been thoroughly removed.
Whichever finish you select,
read the directions on the container to determine whether an
undercoat is necessary and, if
so, which type.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - We bought a house that
has prefinished siding. The
builder said it has a paint finish that is guaranteed against
blistering, peeling, checking or
flaking for 30 years. Even if
that is true, it is going to get
dirty. Is there any special way
to keep this kind of siding in
reasonably clean condition:
A. - The best way to keep
prefinished siding, in good
shape.is. hr.se it down Awice a
year, preferably in the spring
and fall. Should it get some
kind of dirt on it that doesn't
come off with water, use a mild
detergent. Don't use an abrasive cleaner
Q. - We have a large metal
mailbox that is getting kind of
seedy in appearance. Can I use
one of those rust preventive
coatings that come in a small
spray can? Do I need a primer?
A. - Yes, you can use the
spray-type coating A primer
sometimes is needed, especially
if the mailbox requires touching up. There is a primer for
aluminum, another for other
metals. There is also a special
primer for heavily rusted metal
surfaces. Ask your dealer for
help in making a choice.
Q. - We have siding on our
house that is either cedar or
cypress. I'm not sure which. A
few years ago, I finished it with
varnish. It is now peeling all

(The techniques of using varnish, lacquer, shellac, stain,
bleach, remover, etc., are detailed in Andy Lang's booklet,
-Wood Finishing in the Home,"
which can be obtained by sending 50 cents PLUS a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope to Know-How, P.O. Box
177, Huntington, N. Y. 11743.
Questions of general interest
will be answered in the column,
but individual correspondence
cannot be undertaken.)

House Paint Sale
Sale Starts 9-6-80 ends 9.13-80

Glidden's BEST
Latex Flat House Paint
*Ou.tk dryong ch,robleflot finish

•Resosts blosters peelong cracking
•Easy water clean-up

$1

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger & Timer by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Mos* irough Friday. or
3:30 p.m. owl 4 p.m. Satordays.
A circulation department employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or4 PA. Saturdays to guarantee
delive. v.
The regular business office
hours of The Mum Ledger & Timesare 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to noes,
Saturdays.

299

Reg $16 99

Glidden's BEST Latex Gloss
House and Trim Paint
*Chalk resi s t n

glossy I'',I.

•Ouock drying eosy 10 1/Se
•Easy water

up

$1 31?
Black's
Decorating
C..ep.I. r
517.99

701 S Ith St

You Are Cordially Invited To Attend

A SERIES OF MEETINGS
At The

Pleasant Valley
Church of Christ
Sept. 11-13
7:30 PM Nightly
5 Miles East of Murray on Hwy,28Q .
T
For Transportation Can 751:3629 or 759-4654

Willie Bradshaw of Paducah
Speaker(Singer)

,

Sports
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Masterpieces They
Were Not, But First
Games Do The Job

Jamboree Proves Successful Before Home Crowd

the offense was still learning.
- He also found good tidings
from his secondary, which
kept the Southeast Missouri
receivers from getting open
too soon while their scrambling quarterbacks had to fend
off Blue jerseys wherever they
looked.
Although he did get burned
on a halfback option in the second half, new cornerback
Lindsey Hudspeth believes the
position should become fairly
simple in later games. He was
also grateful that the front line
had made his job easier.
"I can just sit back and read
the ball," Hudspeth said about
the luxury of having that wall
in front of him. "They put
pressure on the quarterback
and make him throw the ball
up for grabs.
"I can just concentrate on
what the receiver is doing. In
the game, their receivers did
not come out that hard.
David Hibbitts
"I have built up a lot of conSports Editor
fidence. It's better to hit
Murray Ledger & Times
somebody than to get hit for a
change."
•
With the cushion provided
Take for example the high
school game on Friday night Hudspeth and the offense
between Calloway County and Saturday, it may be time to
Marshall County, the rising 4- forget the vaunted front line
A team which was stricken posed by teams like the Minwith those first half horrors nesota Vikings at their apex
that coaches lie awake those during the past decade. This
last few nights before the first one may be striking stark fear
game trying to -convince in MSU opponents before the
year is over.
themselves will not happen.
It had to be a totally sinking
But they usually do — in one
form or another. And Murray feeling for the SEMO quarterState was ene team that dodg- backs to know that there was
ed the bullet long enough in its not even enough tine to test
college opener Saturday night the only inexperienced link in
to avoid committing any the chain that holds the Racer
defense together.
mistakes of the fatal order.
With that assurance destinCertainly, the shady timing
on some of quarterback Gino ed to be augmented as the
Gibbs' passes intended for, season progresses, other
but barely missing, receiver quarterbacks like Western
Charles Ponder was just one Kentucky's John Hall, despite
of the more tantalizing his auspicious opening against
reminders that the worst Evansville, and Austin Peay's
Sonny Defilippis are going to
should be over.
Meanwhile, the kicking have some extra homework to
game continues to put MSU in do when they prepare for Murthe best possible position to ray State.
capitalize on their opponents' Actually, they are probably
mistakes and reduce the going to have to take a few
pages out of the script from
severity of their own.
Although MSU coach Mike the old television series Run
Gottfried keeps wondering For Your Life or even The
when the injuries will abate, Fugitive, because those plots
at least temporarily, the are probably all they will have
defense was once again just time for in their narrowing
the tonic needed for the incon- backfields.
On another side of the
sistent offense.
Added to that was a dose of ledger, the injury report for
foot medicine from punter and Murray State is not as grim as
placekicker David Tuck and it can often be after opening
Murray State had its opening games.
win by the score of 19-6, just Defensive guard Mike Watabout on target for this time of son reinjured the same knee
he hurt last year is still questhe year.
Gottfried had been op- tionable for Youngstown State
timistic that his kicking game next week while tailback Nick
and defense would be the two Nance has a sore shoulder and
catalysts in propelling the will have his status determinRacers to their first win while ed on a day-to-day basis.

Murray,Calloway County Take Wins
In a junior high school football jamboree sponsored by
the Calloway County boosters
at Murray State last night,
Murray, Christian County and
Calloway County were the
winners.
Murray won the opener over
Puryear by the score of 14-6 as
Steve Rutledge scored both
Tiger touchdowns on runs 01 40
and 70 yards. He also took in
the extra point for Murray
after the second score.

Football's season openers
were never meant to be the
masterpieces that would allow
their observers to frame a
composite picture of what will
result when the work is complete after 11 games.
Instead, they usually offer
Murray State and other fans
that return to the weekend
break along with frequent
comedies of errors that can
turn a night of questionable
execution into one of pure
vaudeville.

"Unreal," he says with a
look of semiworship in his
eyes.
The 37-year-old former AllAmerica at Kansas University, who went on to become a
record-setting All-Pro and

Hall Is Top Offensive Player

Hall of Fame inductee with
the Chicago Bears, was one of
the flashiest, most-exciting
ballcarriers the game has
known.
So it was natural that when
Sayers came to New York to
help promote the national
"Team Up for Fun 'n' Fitness
Program" for elementary
school kids, the subject should
get around to the art of moving the football by land.
"I was never fast — I was
just quick," acknowledged the
37-year-old Kansas comet,
renowned for his long
breakaway runs. "I never was

Values Galore
During
Pot-O-Gold Wiekend
This Weekend

second outside from 56 yards to make
Rutledge's
touchdown came on the next the halftime score 14-0.
play after Puryear's tying run
In the second half, Kris
to clinch the win for Murray.
Starks broke away for a 40Calloway County did not yard run to complete the
have any trouble with Laker scoring.
Buchanan as it scored on all
Contri scored the two Laker
but its last possession.
extra points.
On the first series, Brad
In the game played between
Skinner hit Ricky Boggess the two local contests, Christouchdown
50-yard
a
with
tian County edged Mayfield,6strike to open the scoring.
0, on a 14-yard touchdown run
Then, Todd Contri rambled late in the game.

TODD CONTRI breaks away on a 56-yard touchdown run as the Calloway County
Middle School had an easy time with Buchanan, 22-8.

Williams Named Conference
Defensive Player Of Week,
Gibbs Best For MSU Offense
From AP,Staff Reports
A member of Murray State
Univehity'V -vaunted. •Iefensive unit, end Lamar
Williams, has been chosen
Ohio Valley Conference
Defensive Player of the Week
for his play Saturday night
against Southeast Missouri.
The 5-foot-10, 180-pound
senior from West Point, Miss.,
anchored a defensive line that
allowed Southeast Missouri
only 47 yards rushing in the
Racers' 19-6 -nonconference
win, the season opener for
both teams.
Williams was also named
Murray State's defensive
player of the week according
to an announcement made by
coach Mike Gottfried at Monday night's Racer Club
meeting.
Starting quarterback Gino
Gibbs was named the Racers'
offensive player of the week.
Williams contributed nine
tackles and three assists and
had three tackles behind the
line of scrimmage forcing
losses of 26 yards. He also
recovered a fumble.
Gibbs hit three of nine
passes in the Racers' win, including a 41-yarder to Charles
Ponder that set up the first
touchdown and a 19-yard scoring strike to Anthony Robbins
in the fourth period. Gibbs
contributed 84 yards of total
offense, ten of that in rushing
attempts.
Gottfried told the large tur-

nout of Racer Club members
that defensive guards Mike
Watson and Rick Posey are
both on the "questionable list"
for this week's game because
of injuries. Watson is suffering
from a knee injury and Posey
suffered an ankle injury in
Saturday's game.
The Murray State mentor
also reported that the Racers'
leading rusher Nick Nance
received a slight shoulder
separation in the SEMO game
but it is not believed serious
enough to keep him out o action.
Earlier, a two-time All-OVC
selection from Western Kentucky, quarterback John Hall,
was named the conference's
Offensive Player of the Week.
Hall is picking up exactly
where he left off last year —
throwing scoring strikes to
Hilltopper receivers.
A 6-foot, 185 pound senior
from Goodlettsville, Tenn.,
Hall led Western Kentucky to
a 40-18 nonconference victory
Saturday over Evansville.
He completed eight of 11
passes for 258 yards and three
touchdowns while playing for
about half the contest.
His first touchdown pass of
the day covered 71 yards and
was caught by Ron Hunter.
The second was a 30-yard
aerial to tight end Ricky
Gwinn and the third covered
47 yards to Jerry Flippin.
Hall was a preseason AllOVC selection and is bidding

clocked at 40 yards and I know
I couldn't run the 100 in under
10 seconds. But you don't play
football in a straight line. It's
a matter of how fast you can
get to the hole. Once in the
open, it becomes a test of
finesse and elusiveness."
Most of pro football's
leading ball-carriers today
are power runners, Sayers insisted, and their assets have
been dulled by the changing
game.
"This is the age of
specialization," he said. "Pro
football especially is very
stylized. For the first two
downs, you run your backs.
Then you throw in a battery of
hotshot receivers and give the
ball to the quarterback.
"So the ball-carrier gets only two shots to run in a normal
series of downs. When I
played, I had three downs. I
also ran back kickoffs, returned punts and even caught
passes.
"The running back had a
better chance to prove
.himaelf. Now he must feel
vety frustrated."
Sayers rates the Bears'
Walter Payton and Houston's
Earl Campbell as the best of
the current ground gainers,
with no real breakaway whirling dervishes.

"Billy Sims is a power back
with some fairly good moves,"
he said of the 1978 Heislnan
Trophy winner from
Oklahoma, "but Charles
White (the 1979 Heisman winner from USC is too small. He
will have trouble making it."
The former Bears star is not
high on Tony Dorsett, the
former University of Pittsburgh phenom who won the
Heisman in 1976 and came to
the Dallas Cowboys with impressive credentials.
"He gets winded quite easily," Sayers said. "When he
takes a good shot, you see him
go to the sidelines."
Sayers had the highest
respect for O.J. Simpson, but
insisted that his hero was
Cleveland's Jim Brown, the
NFL's all-time rushing leader.
"He played nine years back
when the going was really
tough. He was the best ever."
After seven years and three
knee operations with the
Bears, Sayers retired in
September 1972, at age 29. He
became assistant athletic
director at his alma mater,
Kansas, and in 1978 moved to
the athletic director's spot at
Southern Illinois' in Carbondale — one of two blacks in the
country to hold that important

post

he
STEVE RUTLEDGE finds daylight on the way to his 70-yard touchdown run as
scored all the points in Murray's 14-6 win over Puryear.
David Hibbitts
Staff Photos By

Jenkins Not Angry But Still 'In Limbo'

to become the first quarterback ever to be a first-team
OAKLAND, Calif. ( AP) —
All-OVC pick three times.
Along the offensive line. Texas Rangers pitcher
Western Kentucky center Ferguson Jenkins says he's
Greg Gallas and Eastern Ken- not angry about having his
tucky tackle Darryl Lawson uniform jerked, but he is "in
were cited for their play in limbo" because of the suspenweekend contests.
sion by Baseball CommisThe Ohio Valley Conference sioner Bowie Kuhn.
Offensive and Defensive
"I can't say anything about
Players of the Week are
selected by the league com- it," Jenkins told a Dallas
missioner's office in Times Herald reporter here
*before leaving for Texas MonNashville.

Sayers Holds Highest Admiration
For Brown Among NFL Runners
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
When Gale Sayers lets his
fingers run through the
statistical pages of the National Football League record
book, he can muster up only
one word to describe his admiration for the great Jim
Brown.

Wierray Ledger & Times
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day night. "I'm just in limbo."
Kuhn suspended Jenkins
with pay Monday until the
veteran pitcher cooperates
with baseball security personnel whiS want to conduct a
private investigation into his
narcotics possession arrest in
Canada.
"I can't pitch, so I'm not doing anybody any good here,"
Jenkins said Monday night in
Oakland, where the Rangers
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beat the Oakland A's,6-2.
Jenkins said he was unable
to reach Marvin Miller with
the players' association, but
talked with Miller's assistant
Donald Fehr in New York.
"He (Fehr) told me I'll just
have to go along with it for
now," Jenkins told the Times
Herald."He (Kuhn) is right,!
guess.He's the commissioner.
He just put down some of his
authority."
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Let Gibson's Fill
Your Freezer Now
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With These Freezer Bag Specials
Only

$ 199

Call and Reserve Your Order

•
•

3 Slices Of Country Ham
2 Lb. Of Country Style Bacon
12 Quarter Lb. Pure Ground Beef Patties
1 Lb. Partin Sausage
1 Lb. Field All Meat Hot Dogs
2 Lb. Frosty Acres Blackeyed Peas $
I
All For
2 Pcs. Country Ham Hocks

e

•
•

•
•
•
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•
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Don't Forget We Will Special
Cut For You, Steaks Roast & Ribs

2251.13... 3251.13.

•

•
•

0
0

0
0
e

Sides Of Choice Beef $1 41
Guaranteed Tender
Lb

No Charge For Cutting Wrapping An. Freezing

•

•
•
•
•
•
.•

GIBSON HAM CO.

le

107 N. 3rd St.
e
e

,
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7:00-5:00 Mon.'Fri.
7:00-12:00 Sat.

Phone 753-1601
•

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
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Yanks Have Been Winning In September
Thanks To John, But Mainly To Gossage
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The New York Yankees
have been beating teams left
and right this September,
thanks to Tommy John and
Rich Gossage.
Especially thanks to
Gossage.
New York's strong-arm
reliever put The Arm again on
the opposition Monday night
as the Yankees beat the
Toronto Blue Jays 7-4 for their
eighth straight victory.

Al Roundup
"I didn't want to have to
pitch him (Gossage) tonight,"
said Yankees Manager Dick
Howser. "He had pitched the
last three nights and I wanted
to give him a rest. But when
you get that far to the end,
you've got to go with your best
and he's the best relief pitcher
there is in baseball."
The Yankees were losing 4-3
going into the ninth inning
before rallying for four runs.
Then, when John, New York's
illustrious southpaw, loaded
the bases with two out,

Bowser brought in Gossage
and the power-throwing righthander struck out Ernie Whitt
on three pitches.
"I had never faced him
before," said Whitt. "He
threw three fastballs. They
(the Blue Jays staff armed
with a radar gun) told me the
first was 95 miles per hour, the
second one 96 and the third
That was good enough to
earn John his 20th victory of
the season and Gossage his
25th save.
Elsewhere in the American
League, Baltimore took a
doubleheader from Detroit 92, 8-6; Boston trimmed Seattle
10-4; Chicago edged Seattle 3-2
in 12 innings; California
defeated Kansas City 7-4 and
Texas turned back Oakland 62.
John, 20-7, registered his second consecutive 20-victory
season since coming to New
York as a free agent. He
allowed seveyhits, struck out
three and walked one in 82-3
innings before Gossage came
on.
01 ales 9-8, Tigers 2-6

Eddie Murray belted a
threerun homer and Al Bumbry hit a solo shot to back the
combined five-hit pitching of
Dennis Martinez and Sammy
Stewart, pacing Baltimore's
first-game victory over
Detroit.
Gary Hoenicke hit a home
run and Murray drove in two
runs to back the eight-hit pitching of Mike Flanagan and
two relievers as the Orioles
won the second game.
Red Sox 10, Indians 4
Jim Dwyer hit two homers
and Carlton Fisk knocked in
four runs to highlight an 18-hit
attack as Boston defeated
Cleveland.
Dwyer had his eighth and
ninth home runs, consecutive
solo shots in the fourth and
sixth innings off Indians
starter Dan Spillner, 14-10.
Mike Torres worked the
first 61-3 innings for Boston,
surrendering all four runs on
eight hits before Bob Stanley
came on to pitch the final 22-3
innings.
White Sox 3, Mariners 2
Wayne Nordhagen singled
home Chet Lemon from se-

cond with the winning run in
the 12th inning as Chicago edged Seattle. Seattle reliever
Dave Heaverlo, 5-3, started
the 12th by getting Kevin Bell
on a groundout. But he hit
Lennon with a pitch, and after
Mike Squires flied out, Lemon
stole second. Nordhagen then
singled up the middle on a 1-1
pitch.
Ed Farmer came on in the
10th and improved his record
to 7-8 with 22-3 innings of
relief.
The White Sox had tied tha
game 2-2 with a run in the
eighth on an RBI-single by
pinch hitter Ron Pruitt.
Angels 7, Royals 4
Camey Lansford had three
hits, including a home run and
a double, knocked in three
runs and Don Aase and Andy
Hassler provided strong relief
to lead California over Kansas
City.
Lansford also scored three
runs as the Angels snapped a
four-game losing streak
against the West Division
leaders, who played their second game without George
Brett, baseball's leading hit-

ter at .396 wlio is out with an
injured hand.
Aase, 7-13, relieved Fred
Martinez in the fifth after the
Royals had scored three times
to tie the game at 4-4. He worked 22-3 innings before Hassler
picked up his sixth save.
Rangers 6, A's 2
John Butcher, stepping in
for suspended Ferguson
Jenkins, made his major
league debut by pitching a sixhitter to lead Texas over
Oakland.
A two-run homer by John
Grubb in the fifth inning gave
Texas a 3-2 lead and Rusty
Staub homered leading off the
sixth off A's Brian Kingman,
7-17.
Butcher, a 23-year-old
righthander promoted from
the minor leagues a week ago,
learned just a few hours
before game time that he
would pitch. Jenkins was informed by Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn at midday
that he would not be allowed to
play while questions concerning his arrest on drug possesion charges remained
unanswered.

McGraw Takes His First Victory In Nearly
A Year As Omen That Phillies Will Win
By MIRE HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
Tug McGraw, never a
shrinking violet, has decided
to take his first victory' in
nearly a year as an omen that
the Philadelphia Phillies are
going to be the next champions of baseball.

NL Roundup
McGraw, who also nas 17
saves, earned his first win in
five decisions this season —
and his first triumph since last
Sept. 18 in St. Louis — Monday
night with 22-3 innings of
scoreless, two-hit relief as the
Phillies beat the Pittsburgh
Pirates 6-2.

The victory moved the
Phillies within one-half game
of the idle Montreal Expos in
the National League East
Division race.
In other NL games Monday
night, the Cincinnati Reds
beat the Atlanta Braves 6-1
and the Chicago Cubs topped
the St. Louis Cardinals 6-2. •
McGraw recalled that in
1973, when his outstanding
relief pitching helped the New
York Mets win the National
League pennant, he didn't get
his first triumph until August.
"This year I didn't get it until September," McGraw said.
"In '73 we lost the World
Series. Maybe there's an
omen there somewhere, even
if I have to make it up. It

means we'll win the pennant
and the World Series."
The win also dropped the
third-place Pirates two games
behind the Phillies and
Philadelphia Manager Dallas
Green said, "Pittsburgh has
dominated us this year, so it
was an especially good victory. We want to beat the
teams we have to beat, and
they're one of them."
Greg Luzinski's run-scoring
single broke a 2-2 tie and ignited .a four-run eighth-inning
rally against Enrique Romo,
5-5, and Kent Tekulve. That
outburst also featured a tworun double by Larry Bowa and
a successful squeeze bunt by
McGraw.
Pittsburgh Manager Chuck
Tanner didn't blame his

bullpen for the loss, noting
that Bowa's double off
Tekulve was simply a high
bouncer over a drawn-in infield.
"The bullpen will come
back," Tanner said.
Reds 6,Braves 1
Frank Pastore, 11-6, allowed
only six hits before leaving
with a finger blister in the
eighth inning and drove in two
runs with a single in Cincinnati's five-run first inning.
/
2The Reds moved within 41
games of the idle Los Angeles
Dodgers in the NL West race
and ended Atlanta's winning
string at seven games.
"We're just concerned with
ourselves," Pastore said of
the division race. "We're not
worried about Los Angeles

and Houston and we're not at
all concerned with Atlanta."
It was Pastore's first
triumph since July 22 after
*ending almost a month on
the disabled list with tendonitis in the middle finger of
liis right hand.
Cubs 6,Cardinals 2
Chicago got the benefit of
four St. Louis errors and Lynn
McGlothen and Willie Hernandez combined for an eighthitter. It was only the Cubs'
fifth victory in its last 20
games and the first victory for
McGlothen, 10-11, since Aug.
15.
Bill Buckner had a double
and a pair of singles and drove
in the first run of a four-run
third inning to pace the
Chicago attack.

First Game Produces 17-3 Win Over Redskins

White Was Nearly A Basket Case
By TOM SEPPY
AP Sports Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)—
Danny White, by his own admission, was a near basketcase before making his debut
as the replacement for retired
superstar Roger Staubach as
the Dallas Cowboys quarterback.
"I was going crazy all day in
the hotel room," said White
after the Cowboys defeated
the Washington Redskins 17-3
Monday night. "I couldn't
wait until I could get to the
stadium.
"I had butterflies and was
really jittery in the lockerroom," he continued. "I even
made them move the clock
from behind a blackboard so I
could see the second hand go
around, waiting to go out on
the field."
White, a five-year veteran
who spent one year in the
World Football League, said
the nervousness began to
leave him during the warmups

and he settled down to normal
after the opening Dallas drive.
"After that first drive, I was
excited to get back into the
game," he said with a smile.
Much of the Cowboys fortunes rest on White, who is
taking over from Staubach.
Staubach is working in a
television broadcast booth this
season.
"I have a lot to prove, not
only to myself, but to
everybody," admitted White,
who completed 10 of 18 passes
for 107 yards, but threw two interceptions. 'I'm not a proven
quarterback, yet. If I could
have those two interceptions
back, I would be very happy
with the game."
The Cowboys had a relative
easy time in handling
Washington, shutting the Redskins out until Mark Moseley
hit a 45-yard field goal in the
fourth quarter.
Tony Dorsett scored on a 6yard touchdown run and Ron
Springs bulled over from the 4,

Thursday
September 11
7:30 P.M. New City Park
Advance Tickets
$2.50 Adult
$1.50 18 and yndor
Ilorieas 50' Higher at Gate'
Ticket% aoplinblis at First Baptist Church, henison-llsnst Sporting Sr any (Mirth Ultball
Limoges, reprosontefivc

to culminate two long drives terception by veteran Charlie teaching in every huddle."
Waters midway through the
Waters merely joked: "If I
by the Cowboys.
Cowboys defensive end third quarter on the first play had two good knees, I might
Harvey Martin, a leader of the after the Redskins had in- have gone all the way."
White said he was unaware
gang that held the Redskins to tercepted White.
"That play was vital to us," that Staubach was shown on
58 yards rushing, said, "I'm
not taking anything away said White. "They had good national television, watching
from the Redskins. We just field position and didn't get the contest from his home.
"That's interesting," he
wanted it more than they did. any points."
We just stuck it in their face."—
Martin: "Charlie was the said with a smile. "I would
Both White and Martin said leader. He was talking to all have liked to have heard what
a key play was the goal line in- the young guys. He was he said."

Rams Are Loquacious In Their
Comliments For Lions' Rookie
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) —
Generally, the winning club
provides the accolades for the
star, but this time the Los
Angeles Rams had a lot of
good things to say about
Detroit rookie running back
Billy Sims.
He had just scored three
touchdowns and set up a
fourth as the Lions upset the
Rams 41-20 and ruined the
regular National Football
League debut of the erstwhile
Los Angeles Coliseum-based
club in their new stadium.
Sims, the 210-pound
Heisman Trophy winner from
Oklahoma, had tallied on runs
of 10, 1 and 41 yards. He gained 153 yards rushing and 64 on
passes.
"He is as good as any back
in the league," commented
Jack Reynolds, the veteran
middle linebacker of the
Rams.
"That man can do some running,spinning and turning and
breaking tackles," said
linebacker Bob Brudzinski.
"He has good speed, ex-

cellent balance and is a
strong, all-around back,"
commented free safety Nolan
Cromwell.
All of those commenting
were members of the stellar
Los Angeles defense that has
been among the best in the National Football League in past
seasons.
"He gets to the hole real
quick," added Mike Fanning,
the Rams' defensive left
tackle. "He's a pretty good
back."
was
the
That
understatement of opening
day.
Sims riddled the Rams'
defense regardless of the fact
that four members of the
alignment had been holdouts
during a good part of the
preseason.
Detroit Coach Monte Clark
said, "Sims adds a whole new
dimension to the offense."
The newcomer, the
firstround draft pick of Detroit
after a 2-14 season in 1979, isn't
the speed-burning type who
goes to the outside all the

time. He can go over guard or
off tackle. He did the latter on
his long touchdown run, and
when in the open it was a
swivel-hip action through the
secondary.
His threat also kept the
defense ultra-honest for Dexter Bussey, who gained 111
yards rushing. You have to go
back to the Lions' inaugural
NFL season of 1934 to find a
game where two of their running backs went over 100 yards
each.
Refreshing memories, it
was Dutch Clark with 110
yards and Ernie Caddel with
132 against Pittsburgh on Nov.
4,1934, who did it before.
Sims had 40 yards on eight
carries in the first quarter, 82
on 14 by halftime and 143 on 20
after his 41-yard burst at the
outset of the fourth. After that
he didn't see much action.
Sims said despite his heralded credentials as a two-time
All-American- and the
Heisman Trophy winner in
1978, he didn't feel undue
pressure in his NFL regular
season debut.

SEC Players Of Week Announced
ATLANTA (AP) —Here are
The Associated Press
Southeastern players of the
week for games of Saturday.
Sept. 6:
BACK — Herschel Walker,
Georgia, 6-2, 215, freshman,
Wrightsville, Ga. Walker led

Georgia to 16-15 comeback
victory over Tennessee in his
collegiate debut, scoring second half touchdowns on rums
•
of 16 and 9 yards. He had 84
yards on 24 carries _after
entering the game midway
through second quarter and

also caught one pass for nine
yards.
•
LINEMAN — Tie between
George Tillman, Southern
Mississippi, 6-3, 220,
sophomore, Natchez, Miss.,
and Glen Collins, Mississippi
State,6-6, 260, junior, Jackson,
Miss.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Bowling
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Major Leagues At A Glance
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Owego 6, &Tow 2
Only gignen scheduled
Tuesday's Games
New York (Zachry 64 Ind Scott SW a
Montreal (Norman 1-2 and Gulls:lawn 741,2, 041)
Pastaza, I Candelsrui 1413) at Pfilladeath i Garton 214 , in,
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High School Poll

ow.

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) - Here are
Me tap five learns in each doss of
tacky high school football with first-pace
votes in parentheses, marls and total
points
J ll Co 4-A
139
13
1 Trinity ,,00
36 134
2.1kshop Ibvid 2,
20 19
3.Butler
241 114
ASouthern
I-1 31
5.1eSaleo
31
5.24. Loner
State 4-A
1.Bowkng Green 121
10 164
1-0 163
2Paducah Therrien (51
3.6 ma
3.Madsison Cent
1-1 111
4.I.ex Lafayette
,
2.0 83
5.Lex Tates Creek
Clan 3-A
170
1 FrankkreSimpson 17
2-0 138
2F1 The HigNands
3.Newpor1 Cab
3.0 118
2.0 110
4.Woodford Co
2.0 29
5.Union Co
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30 164
1.Mayfield (11,
2.0 152
2.61 Campbell ,4)
2.1
121
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PA
20 99
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14
2-1 86
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17
7
345 166
17, 1.Rich Madison 1141
2.Harianttt
50 146
17
115
3.PaintsvIlle
4.0wen Co (21
20 95
17
1-1
74
5.Bellevue
17
14
31

NFL Standings
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SwidayX Games
Green Bas 12, Chicago 6, OT
New Fhgland 31, Cleveland 17
Minnesota 24, Atlanta 2-3
Pittsburitth 31. Houston 17
Buffalo 17, Miarra
New Yost Giants 11, St. Lams 35
San F'miscarn 26, New °rases 13
Tampa Bay 17, Clausen 12
Bakanore 17, New York Jets 14
Philadelphia 27, Denver 6
Detrort 41, los Angeles 20
Oaldand 27, Kansas City 14
San Diego 34,Seattie 13
Morally's Game
Dallas 17, Wastsmgton 3
Thrssity's Game
Icti Angeles at l'arnpa Bay, mln
--Sunday, Sept 14
New
England
Atlanta at
Detroit vs Green Bay at Milwaukee
New Orleans a thrum
New York Jets at Buffalo
Ffidadegnis at Mingenta
Washington at New Yost Giants
Pittshiggh al Baltimore
Seattle at Kansas City
Cincinnati at Miami
Dallas at Denver
Oakland at San Diego
St Louts at San Francisco

34
27-

35
6
3
41
17
20
6
23
12
12
73
41
26
2A

The Top Twenty teams in The Aspooalai Press college football poll, with first*KT votes in PattisEs.s.sa, aamon's
records and total points. Points bend or
20,1948-17-151514-1513-11-1048-7 44444
.1.0110 State (33)
2-Alabama (22)
3.Pittsbig8h (3)
4.0Idahoma II
5So California
6 Texas
7Noge Dame
11.Nebraska
9.Houston
10.11orda State
11.Michgan
12.Georgia
13Stanford
14.Penn State
15.Niath Cambia
161u-liansas
17.11fissoun
18Auburn
19.Washingan
20.Purdue

00.0
140
040
040
040
140
140
0.00
000
10.0
040
140
140
140
140
01-0
040
040
540
410

1.140
LIM
1,08
928
920
864
79
738
723
577
465
452
4*
414
395
356
238
203
143
107

I.
0
0
0
1
1
3
3
4
1
4
706
7110
736
1014
9062
670
Eta
2136
2424
*76
2775

533
506
410
609
606
605
177
165
162
156
154
154
152
150

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
National League
LOS
ANGELES
DODGERS-Purchased the contract of
Fernando Valennala, pitcher, from San
Antonio of the Texas League.
,
FOOTBALL
National Football League
NEW YORK GIANTS—Signed Scott
I aidla w,fullback.
COLLEGE
HUNTER-Named Wilson Cartagena
soccer coach and Bob Gaudenzi varsity
wrestling coach.
SOUTH-Named Rick Jones head
aasketball coach

(eveland
'SePt
, tor iS
Houston at 111.41.3.

WE WANT
TO HELM
Franklin Carroll and his staff at Carroll Tire
and Wheel Alignment are happy to announce the following donations from their
services this month to the Murray and
Calloway Co. High Band and Athletic
Booster Clubs.
DONATION
Front End Alignment

Computer Balance (4 wheels)
New Set of Tires

$2.50
$2.50
$5.00

Polyester or Radial

Carroll Tire & Wheel
Alignment
The Most Accurate Wheel Alignment Available

EFFECTIVE THRU'.
SEPTEMBER 30TH

240
29
226

By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
NEW YORK , AP, - Out(alderdesignated hitter Oscar Gamble of the
New York Yankees was named
American League Player of the Week
while Gene Tenace ol the San Diego
Padres grabbed National League
honors.
Gamble-batted .500 and drilled five extra base hits last week, ripped two
doubles and three home runs. lie drove
in six runs and /scored seven.
Tenure hit 474 with seven hits in 17 at
bats inyluding one doublasc..f...ne home
run He drove in 10 runs and scored two
as the Padres won five constcutive
games

Find Your Pot0-Gold This
Weekend!
Check Your
Favorite Store

1105 Pogue
Murray, Ky. 753-1489
•

640
la
110

Sports In Brief

College Poll

14
13
27

Magic In
Women's Bowling League
9440
learn
W
Thurman Furniture
1
People's Bank
4
Wilson Clean-Up
4
Murray Insurance
3
Fireball 5
3
Speedway Truckwasis . .
1
1
Paradise Kennels
Dennison Hunt
0
Women of the Moose
9
Bank of Murray
0
HIGH TEAM GAME(3C)
People's Bank
Thurman Furniture
Thurman Furniture
HIGH TEAM GAME (11C)
Peoples Bank .
Thurman Furniture
Thurman Furniture
HIGH TEAM SERIES(SC)
Thurman Furniture
Peoples Bank
Murray Insurance
HIGH TEAM MALES(HC)
Thurman Furniture
Peoples Bank
Murray Insurance
HIGH
GAME(SC)
Mary Harris
Lou Smith
Marge Hannan
HIGH IND.GAME(HC)
Mary Harris
Carolyn Pyle
Ruth Harrison
HIGH IND.SERIES(SC)
Loss Smith
Marge HIZIMall
Mary Harris
HIGH IND.SERIES(HC)
Carolyn Pyle
Mary Harris
Lots Smith
HIGH AVERAGES
Lois Smith
Marge Hinman
Ruth Harrison
Mary Harris
Pat Hesselrode
Barbara Hendon
Mel Wilson
Verona Grogan
Kay Garland
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One Person In Eight Engage In Snoring
his hogs to
number at one in every eight was driving
persons, evenly divided market."
More recently, David Reed
between men and women —
NEW YORK i AP) -- The "saw logs" regularly and en- of Seattle learned that two
tenants in his apartment
young woman needed to know thusiastically.
building had moved out
whether Robert Crossley's
snoring
as
sleep,
off
Letting
anti-snoring invention really as been euphemistically term- because of his snoring. He was
worked. "If it does," she said, ed, can be a sign of serious not surprised.
Reed, 38, ruefully recalled
"I might get serious about the medical problems, but is
after snoring
guy."
generally not considered ab- that once,
through a night in a barn durAnother customer, a prison normal, doctors say.
church outing, "Soinmate, wrote that his
In fact, some of history's ing a
cellmates had threatened to more noted snorers include meone thought it was a tracset his bunk on fire if he didn't Beau Brummell, Cato the tor."
Snoring is caused by vibrastop snoring.
Elder and U.S. presidents
And a Connecticut man wor- such as George Washington, tions of the soft palate, tongue
ried that if he didn't stop snor- Abraham Lincoln and and other muscles in the
mouth as air is inhaled. Drinking before lie died, "it'll take Theodore Roosevelt.
the undertaker three days to
claim their ing, smoking, obesity, congespeople
Some
to
left
from Calloway County are,
loose dentures, tension
quiet me down."
MEMBERS OF the Senior 4-H Dairy judging Team
mates' snoring is a most com- tion,
McKinney, and Mike Rogers, and
About 35 million Americans forting sound, and Irish and lack of exercise can conright. Bob McKinney, Deanna Cunningham, Karen
— the American Medical playwright George Farquhar, tribute to snoring, as can more
team coaches are Ted Howard and Lisa Rogers.
Association estimates the circa 1700, hailed the snorer's serious medical problems
such as enlarged tonsils and
various sniffles, chirrs,
adenoids, oral and nasal
wheezes
and
pops
zips,
buzzes,
deformities, nasal polyps,
of
serenade
tuneful
as "The
inflamed
allergies and
the
le,
nightinga
that wakeful
sinuses.
nose."
Dr. Phillip Green of the
But snoring can be a real
disorders clinic at the
problem for roommates, sleep
Marshfield (Wi-s.) Clinic said
brothers
wives,
and
husbands
county
mayor or the urban
snoring can also be a sign of a
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP, —
and sisters and sometimes
dangerous condition called
An aide to Lexington Mayor council.
is
sleep
whose
s
neighbor
even
The Lexington Herald
sleep apnea.
James Amato says that
lumberblissful
a
by
d
reported in Monday's editions shattere
Apnea is caused by a deforAmato will recommend a canthat both the local government jack of the night.
that makes the sleeper
mity
didate for Lexington police
a
have
ers
The complain
officials appear satisfied with
breathing for anywhere
chief within a month.
point: tests in London conclud- stop
acting
as
work
n's
McFadde
When acting chief John
snore can from 20 seconds to two
chief. The Herald also ed that a hearty
an
McFadden was appointed five
level of 69 minutes several times
noise
a
reach
a
is
n
McFadde
that
reported
months ago. Amato said a permers hour. It can be successfully
jackham
Some
decibels.
the
retain
to
e
candidat
treated by a tracheotomy,
manent chief would be likely
are quieter.
police chief's job.
making an incision in the
selected within six months.
18th
loud,"
so
snored
"He
McFadden, 45, replaced
windpipe.
McFadden has indicated
n
Jonatha
satirist
century
W. Freeman,on April 3.
Advice columnist Ann
that he'd like to stay. Nolen
fellow
a
of
wrote
once
deadline for selecting Swift
tells wives of snorers
Landers
However, he said he has not Arnato's
he
thought
we
"that
traveler,
chief is Oct. 3.
yet been asked to do so by the a new
By TIMOTHY HARPER
Associated Press Writer

Lexington Mayor To
Recommend New Chief

PEGGY BASSFORD received sixth place in the English
division of the horse judging contest in Lexington. She
represented the Purchase Area in the contest.

to sew ping pong balls to the various anti-snoring contrapsprbacks of their husbands' pa- tions involving straps and
jamas to discourage them ings,flaps and prongs.
But the only one with a
from sleeping on their backs.
e is the
A similar ploy was used 200 money-back guarante
year§ ago when snoring col- "snore suppressor" invented
, a
onial soldiers were ordered to and sold by Crossley
retired
do the same thing with musket reformed snorer and
balls so their comrades could engineer in Austin,Texas.
For $79.95, Crossley's 1,000
get enough rest to fight the
customers so far this year
Revolutionary War.
nce
But what about people who have received a three-ou
that sends
snore in any position? Or don't plastic sleep collar
into the
wear pajamas? Ann Landers electrical impulses
admits the ping pong ball neck with each snore.
"My collar punishes the
method is only about 50 pervery mildly but enough
body,
.
cent effective
block
It's still better, however, to build up a mental
exthan some other methods, against snoring," Crossley
such as the bicycle horn a plained. He claims a success
woman tried to get her hus- rate of more than 90 percent.
Crossley, whose snores once
band to strap on so he would
toot himself awake when he drove his wife to a bedroom
down the hall, knows the truth
snored.
Like alcoholism, the in the old saw:
Laugh, and the world laughs
snorer's biggest battle may be
you; snore, and you sleep
with
rattle
does
she
or
he
g
admittin
the roof. Tape recordings alone.
sometimes work, if the snorer
doesn't protest,"That can't be
me!"
"There ain't no way," Mark
Twain mused,"to find out why
a snorer can't hear himself
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
snore."
A. Cramp is leaving
to
Donald
want
do
who
Snorers
reform may try everything the post of executive director
University
from tape to hypnosis. Snorees of Louisville's
who can no longer suffer a Hospital.
Cramp said Monday he is
partner's sibilant insufflations
has held
may resort to earplugs or leaving the post he
for five years to become exseparate bedrooms.
hospital
For those willing to try ecutive director a
Univeralmost anything, patents have complex at Ohio State
ben issued on more than 100 sity.

Donald Cramp
To Leave Post
At Hospital

"You know it's my
Original Recipeinside
when you seethe
Blue Ribbon
outside!'

•

Local 4-Wers Take Part
In Judging Activities
Amanda Shelton.
From The Desk Of
Meat Animal Judging and
Jane Steely
Horse Judging Contests were
County Extension
also held. Calloway 4-Hers
Agent For 4-H
participating in meat animal
Calloway County 4-Hers judging were Randy Tidwell,
participated in the State Judg- Brent Canter, Brad Canter,
ing Activities conducted on the Todd Fuqua, Kelly Lovins,
University of Kentucky cam- John Warren Nix, David
pus in Lexington this sunuper. Heathcott, Leland Steely,
The Senior dairy judging Leigh Mn Steely and Laquita
team members placed second Penrod.
Peggy Bassford placed sixth
in over all judging, second in
Jersey judging and fourth in in the English division of the
the judging of Holsteins. The horse judging contest. Also
was Lisa
Junior dairy team placed fifth 'participating
Workman.
in overall competition.
Four-H'ers judging dairy
cattle were Staci Tidwell,
Amanda Shelton, Mark McCallon, Lisa Howard, Doug
McKinney, Bob McKinney,
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Mike Rogers, Peggy Bassford,
office
Deanna Cunningham, and The state fire marshal's
of
Dana Cunningham. Individual has ordered the cell areas
jail
County
Rogers,
Harlan
the
Mike
were:
winners
Tuesday.
Deanna Cunningham and vacated by next
The cells must remain closed until all fire code violations
are corrected, it said.
A hearing on the violations
was held last week here.
Other courthouse areas, including the jailer's quarters
and offices, still can be used.
However, according to an
order signed by state Fire
Marshal Gayle Horn, the
boiler must be properly ventilated and inspected before
use this winter.

Cells To Close

Why pay 50%
more for a
copier than
you need to!

Suit Dismissed
The new—and very reliable —
A B Dick 990 plain paper copier compares to equipment costng 500Y more
The 990 has all of the 'most
wanted- features of machines
costing 50.i. more—including
the versatility to make 11'
copies copy on both sides of.,
paper and use most any kind
of paper including overhead
transparencies and labels

116 NORTH 7TH
247-5912
MAYFIELD

OWINGSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Bath Circuit Judge Caswell
Lane has dismissed a $100,000
libel suit against state Rep.
Aubrey Williams, DLouisville, and others.
The two-year-old suit had
also named the NAACP and
The Louisville Defender
newspaper as defendants.
The suit grew out of allegations that a conspiracy of law
enforcement officials led to
the death of Gregory
Williams, a black student at
Morehead State University.
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SNACK BOX •

This coupon good for 2 pieces
of the Colonel's Original I
Recipe or Extra
Crispy and a roll for only
H94. Limit one coupon I
per Customer.
Customer pays all
applicable sales tax.

Values Galore
During
Pot-O-Gold Weekend
This Weekend

4.

OFFER EXPIRES I
OCT 12, 1980
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Kentucky Fried
Coupons gooi# only al the following Jack Marshall

I
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12 PIECE I

Get 8 pieces of the Colonel's
Original Recipe or
Extra Crispy for only $3.99.

CARRY PACK '1
Get 12 pieces ot the
Colonel's Original
Recipe or Extra Crispy
tin" only 85.99. Limit one
coupon per customer.
Customer pays all
applicable sales tax
OFFER -EXPIRES
. OCT 12, 1980

Limit one coupon per customer
Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
OFFER EXPIRES OCT 12, 1980
mis coupon good rely al store
addregge• limed in this ad

L

1111E
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kentacky
Pried Chicken.
"B nice to feel so gciod about a meal"
Chicken Stores

Mug coupon goal only PI More
addreseed listed in Ate s4.1

moi mi um al
d, Ky.

1113 Sycamore, Murray, Ky:•602 Soath Sixth St., Mayfiel
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Debate Controversy Stymies
Plans For Veep Squareoff
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
The disagreement between
the presidential candidates
over conditions for nationally
televised debates has also
stymied plans for a similar
vice presidential debate on
Oct. 2, according to local officials.
"All we decided was we're
going to do something," said
George Gill, president of the
Louisville Area Chamber of
Commerce, who was named
chairman last week of an ad
hoc committee to plan the
debate events.
The historic event is supposed to be the second of four nationally televised debates
between the presidential candidates and their running
mates put on by the national
League of Women Voters.
The Louisville debate is
planned td be the sole encounter between the vice
presidential candidates.
The word on who'll debate
whom, when and where is supposed to be final this week.
That's also when representatives of state, city and county government, the Chamber
of Commerce and downtown
groups hope to announce their
plans for events outside the
hall.
Louisville leaders got plans
rolling for some organized
hoopla to be held in conjunction with the debate, but all
the plans are tentative.
However, league officials
and Louisville leaders said
tbey can't postpone deciding
what to do if some 1,500
members of the national press
corps and the candidates
come to Louisville. , .
"We want to get as much
mileage out this as possible,"
said Gordon Davidson, chairman of the Lourstrifte oeTielopment Committee, the group
that initiated the effort to
make Louisville one of the
debate sites.
"They (the national press)
may not do anything but write
'dateline Louisville' while
they're here," Charles Herd,
Chamber executive vice president."But I'd rather have that
than something else."
In general, officials are
planning something short of
an October Kentucky Derby
Festival but some sort of
"showcase of Louisville"

event.
The tentative plan is to offer
food and festivities of some
sort on Louisville's Riverfront
Plaza-Belvedere, beginning at
noon the day of the debate and
continuing into the evening,
Gill said.
Other events on the eve of
the debate and perhaps afterward are under consideration.
Gill said the entertainment
is expected to feature local
arts groups, such as the
Louisville Orchestra. But he
also said the committee wants
to have other types of entertainment as well.
To pay for it all, the committee plans to seek up tti $50,000

in contributions from local
businesses. However, Gill saici
that until plans for the event
are firm, there isn't any way
to estimate the cost.
The other three cities on the
league circuit are turning the
debates into elaborate events,
according to Dot Ridings, a
Louisvillian and a national
vice president of the league.
Baltimore, the site of the
first encounter between the
presidential candidates, is
throwing a dinner on its wharf
and offering visitors yacht
rides out to a historic fort.
Cleveland and Portland,
Ore., are planning similar
events,she said.

Officers Search For Men
Accused Of Stabbing Man
PINEVILL, Ky. (AP)
Officers have been searching
for four men accused of fatally
stabbing a Bell County man
early Sunday morning, according to state police.
Freddie Lewis, 26, was stabbed "numerous times" after
being bound and gagged in the
basement of his home in the
Bell County community of
Four Mile, according to
Trooper Bill Riley, state
police spokesman for the
Harlan post.
Neighbors heard screams
coming from Lewis' house, in
the Four Mile Community of

Bell County, shortly after 1
a.m. Sunday and called the
Bell County emergency
dispatch, Riley said.
State Police Det. Jimmy
Young said the victim's wife
Rosa told police that four
masked men broke into the
house. Mrs. Lewis said the
men forced her into a bedroom
and held the door from the outside so she couldn't get out, according to Young.
The men the forced Lewis
into the basement, Riley said.
Lewis operated an area
beauty salon, Young said.

Workers Compensation
Rate Hearing Begins
That law mandated an
overall 29.7 percent.reduction
in industrial Workers' compensation rates paid by
employers.
The next phase will focus on
a 27 percent decrease which is
paid by coal mine employers.
Grippa submitted several
charts including one which
showed that Kentucky awards
more permanent total disability benefits per 10,000 lost time
cases than four surrounding
states: Indiana, Missouri,
Tennessee and Virginia.
On permanent partial
disability and temporary
disability, according to the
data, Kentucky falls in the
middle of the group.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A week-long hearing on proposed new workers compensation rates in Kentucky began
with testimony from a senior
actuary with the National
Council on Compensation Insurance, a rate-making
organization.
The state Insurance Department is holding the public
hearing to determine if council filings meet requirements
of state law.
Anothony Grippa, the council actuary, discussed the procedure used to determine
rates and the massive changes
under a 1980 law Monday.

Former Gov. Nunn
Checks Into Hospital

Watch This Space
For Details On
PoPO-Gold Weekend

14;41
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Former Gov. Louie B. Nunn
has checked into Good
Samaritan Hospital "for a
checkup and a rest."
Nunn said Monday he would
be hospitalized "a day or two
but I'm in good shape."
Asked if he would campaign
this fall for Ronald Reagan,
the GOP presidential
nominee, Nunri said he would
if he has the time.
He now practices law in
Lexington.
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For Christ's
sake.
This should be the reason for our every action.
Most of us go through the motions of the faith into which we
have been reared. We do this or that because the church has
told us to or the other members expect us to.
Is that what it means to have faith and belong to a church
family?
We don't think so. The Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
was founded on the principles of individual freedom and diversity in religious thought. Each person is encouraged to relate
to Jesus Christ in his or her own way.
Each of us has been given unique talents and abilities. The
church offers many and varied opportunities to put them to use
as each sees fit. Putting your faith to work in your everyday
life the way you understand His teachings is all that matters.
We welcome you to share this freedom and fellowship with
us this Sunday.

After Three-Day Trip Through State

Italian Businessmen Gain 'Positive' View
on the Ohio River; on Kentucky's riverports and on the
state's "coal position and
aspirations," Segell said.
"I think they went away liking us."
The delegation left Kentucky Monday afternoon for
Knoxville,Tenn.
The trip resulted from a
two-week trade mission in
Europe this spring by four
state officials, including
Segell and Development
Secretary Larry Townsend,

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
A the-day trip to Kentucky
by about 70 Italian
businessmen and their wives
left them "with a real positive
impression" of the state, according to Commerce Commissioner Jack Segell.
The delegation, members of
the Italian Inland Waterways
Association, arrived in
Louisville Saturday and spent
the weekend being entertained
and listening to Kentucky officials, who hope the trip will
result in sales of Kentucky
products to Italy.
"They had an elegant
time," Segell said.
The group was taken to a
bluegrass music festival on
Louisville's riverfront Saturday afternoon.
Early Sunday morning,they
attended Mass, which a priest
conducted in Italian, and left
at 9 a.m, for an excursion on
the Belle of Louisville.
"The people at Jeffboat
were good enough to launch a
barge" during the trip, Segell
said. .Jeffboat, a large boatbuilding operation, is located
on ffie Ohio River in Jeffersonville, Ind., across from
Louisville.
After a lunch of Kentucky
Fried Chicken, the Italians
toured the Kentucky Horse
Park near Lexington, Segel]
said.
That was followed Monday
morning by a three-hour
seminar in Louisville, which
included presentations by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Segell said.
The officials called at the
U.S. Embassy in Rome and
were told about the Italians'
planned tour of the United
States to study inland waterways. "But Kentucky was not
on the itinerary," Segell said.
fie said the officials questioned that, and soon after
were notified by the commercial attache in the embassy
that Kentucky had been included.

Segell said it is impossible to
gauge immediately what the
Italians' visa will mean for
the state

Superintendent Search Narrowed
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP( —
The search for a new Jefferson County School Superintendent has been narrowed to
David DeRuzzo, the acting
superintendent, and Gene
Farley, a Western Kentucky

University professor, sources
have reported.
The Jefferson County Board
of Education called off a plan
to interview a third candidate.
Robert Wood of Boston, Mass.,
apparently ruling him out.

Congressman Is 'Star' Of FBI Film

Jenrette Sees Himself On Tape
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Rep. John W. Jenrette, sitting
at the defense table in his
bribery trial, stared at Rep.
John W. Jenrette, the unwitting star of an FBI videotape.
"I've got larceny in my
blood," the on-screen Jenrette
tells an FBI agent posing as a
representative of an Arab
sheik offering 850,000 in $1130
bills for legislative favors..
Earlier, the congressman
says: "There's nothing I'd
rather do than walk out with
it."
But Jenrette, repeatedly offered the money, repeatedly
balked at taking it right away.
He said he would "feel more
comfortable" with extra time
to consider the deal.
"If I take the money from

you," Jenrette said at one
point in the hour-long tape,
"I'll have a lawyer — protake
bably my law partner
it for me. That's why I want a
few hours — to cover my ass
so it looks like he's picking up
legal fees."
The tape was made Dec. 4 in
the library of a Georgetown
home rigged with a hidden
camera as part of the FBI's
14-month Abscam investigation, in which undercover
agents said they represented
wealthy Arabs needing immigration bills.
The Jenrette tape was
played in a hushed U.S.
District courtroom Monday in
the bribery and conspiracy
trial of the three-term South
Carolina Democrat and Richmond, Va., businessman John
R.Stowe.

Jenrette is charged with
conspiracy and bribery and
Stowe with conspiracy and
aiding and abetting bribery.
The prosecution scheduled a
second videotape today, this
one showing Stowe being
given the $50,000 by Anthony
Amoroso, the FBI agent who
posed as a man named Tony
DeVito. Jenrette claims Stowe
took the money for himself.
Stowe says it was for Jenrette.
The government charges the
two men split it.
Monday's tape showed
Amoroso sitting behind a
desk, calmly smoking a cigar,
while Jenrette — after Stowe
and FBI informant Melvin
Weinberg left the room —
moved to a chair next to the
FBI agent and spoke in hushed
terms.
At one point, Jenrette

discussed a cover story suggesting that the Arab
represented by Amoroso
should invest in a plant in
Jenrette's district.
The tape also showed
Jenrette, an admitted
alcoholic, requesting and being given a drink. Jenrette's
lawyer, Kenneth Michael
Robinson, has contended that
the congressman was drunk
during the meeting.
One congressman, Rep.
Michael Myers, D-Pa., has
been convicted of bribery and
conspiracy in a case that grew
out of the FBI's Abscam investigation. Myers was convicted by a federal jury in
Brooklyn, N.Y., Aug. 30, but
has not been sentenced.
Four other members of Congress have been indicted in the
investigation. .

WE'VE GOT THE NEWS!
ANDMUCH MUCH MORE...
Six Days A Week We Give You News, Sports, Local Scene,
Opinion Page, Advertisements, Want Ads, Comics and more.
In addition to this,various aspects of community living are
featured on different days throughout the week.
Monday

Wednesday
Tuesday

-rr

Coupons

Building
Scene

vt* 444vit

Tuesday's Ledger and Times is
highlighted by the Building
Scene. The Building Scene is an
informative section that givel
it ow-to hints, construction
costs, the latest inovations and
even floor plans. The Building
Scene is also highlighted with
advertising
retail
local
messages that can save you
.. money on your construction
projects. Catch the Building
Scene every Tuesday in the
Murray Ledger & Times.

rocas
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Farm Forecast and Review.
telling our farmers the latest in
agriculture news every Monday. Farm Forecast and Review
places emphasis on the local
agriculture scene, featuring
people, places and things in
Calloway County as well as insight on state and national
levels. Farm Forecast and
Review every Monday.

Friday

Wednesday is the housewives
edition of the Murray Ledger &
Times. Along with all of the
local news, sports and regular
features, there are bargains
galore from all the local
groceries in Murray. Be a smart
consumer and don't miss the
bargains waiting for you in
Wednesday's Ledger & Times.

Church
Page

Saturday
Murray
News
Briefs
Fins &
Feathers

Friday features the ledger &
Times T.V. Week and Church
Page. Using Friday's ledger &
limes you can km,up with
your favorite television shows,
check for weekly church information. All this and more is,
yours in Friday's ledger &
Times.

Thursday
Thursday is also for bargain.
hunters. In addition to the
everyday emphasis on local
news, the good and the bad.
the happy and sad, many local
folks announce upcoming
garage and yard sales in the
classified section of Thursday's
edition. After keeping up with
what's going on around you,
turn to the classified section
where the home-hunter will
also find what's available on
the local house scene.

Saturday's Ledger & Times is
.set off by Murray News Briefs
and Fins and Feathers. Murray
News Briefs deals with
Murray's business community,
keeping up with promotions,
awards, and newcomers to
Murrays'.business scene.
Fins and Feathers is the outdoor fan's page keeping in
stride with this area's outdoor
happenings, from new conservation legislation to how
many fish old Poe caught last
friday is all there for the local
outdoor fans. Saturdays in
The Murray Ledger & Times.

We Give You News. We Give You
We Give You More!
Fads.

Murraythe

Ledger & Times

The First Christian Church
Norttiof tlie square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

"But if we get one good lick
out of this thing six months
from now" it will have been
worthwhile, he added.

Subscribe Today
Contact T.P. Delaney Jr. Circulation Mgr.,753-1916
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Of Anglican Communion
LISBON, Portugal ( AP - Chrch among them
Caddyshack: Par
including
,
Ceremonies,
The Lusitaruan Church of Poi
tugal has become a full bishops from many countries,
member of the Anglican Com- marked admission of the
For The Course
munion, which includes 24 na- small Lusitaman Church,
tional churches around the
world totaling 65 million
members, the U S Episcopal

which has 3,000 members in 17
Longregations mainly around
Lisbon and Oporto.

There are some funny
moments in -Caddyshack, but
there aren't enough of them•to
make a really good comedy.
There's certainly nothing
wrong with the cast, which inTACOMA,Wash.(AP - An , ing from the wealthiest,
cludes Rodney Dangerfield
Asian theologian says Western'mightiest nation on earth" to
( who has grown on me in the
culture is saturated with an teach effectively an
last few years), Bill Murray
"humiliated Christ" to the
"idolatry of increase."
( a refugee from Saturday
World.
Kosuke
Third
Dr.
the
Rev.
of
The
poor
Night Live),Chevy Chase ((litKoyama, a Japanese proand Ted Knight. ( Unfortol,
New
at
fessor of ecumenics
TESTING
all of Knight's roles
tunately,
York's Union Theological
G,E.D. testing will be held after his inspired work as anSeminary told a Lutheran in Rooms 226 and 228 of
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Moore Show have been antiand
9
Sept.
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that
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University
global
State
climactic.) But these four
place
take
"wornot
IV
will
itself is good,
10. Testing
comedians, who stick very
shipping of increase."
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on the close to the comic person as
He said it's hard for U.S. 9th and 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. on the they've built up over the
Christian missionaries "corn- 10th.
years, don't have enough good
material to turn the comic
potential of Caddy Shack into
comic fulfillment.
The premise of the movie the riff raft versus the swells
that is a dash is also promising. ( The riff raff, which ingp
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11 Sow
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• club. The problem is, the
16 Leased
19 Close
movie's premise doesn't quite
20 Conductors
21 Squander
fulfill its comic possibilities.
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23 Church pail
27 Preposition
With its outstanding cast
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24 Scut
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and classic premise,
25 Scale note
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down the gopher's hole. The
64 Paradise
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golf course, however doesn't
survive.
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PEANUTS
BEAGLE

MOM!THERE'S SOMEONE
PERE SELLING BEAGLE
SCOUT COOKIES!

SCOUT
COOKIES?

,NANCY

00P5 ---I DROPPED
MY FLOWER AND
BROKE THE

-

AND I CAN'T
GET A NEW .
ONE TI LL
MORNING

thump-thump Stene is apparently becoming a classic.
I've now seen parodies of it in
1941, Airplane, and Caddy
Shack. Caddyshacks' take-off
occurs when a Baby Ruth candy bar (thump-thump-thumpthump), found floating in the
country club swimming pool,
terrorizes the swimmers and
drives them out of the pool ins
panic.
Dangerfield is also occasionally fun to watch. As a
rich, brash visitor to the country club, his purple polyester
pants, red polystyrene golf
bag, and blue jokes drive the
stuffed shirts, in particular
Ted Knight, up the wall.
On a scale from 1 to 10,
here's how Caddyshack stacks
up against other current comedies: Airplane: 9; Used
Cars: 7; Caddy Shack: 5;
Cheech and Chong: 1.
Rated R. There are two explicit bedroom scenes, both of
which contain upper female
nudity, that seem to have been
thrown into the movie just to
get the R rating. There are
also a number of coarse jokes.

Citizen Participation
For Older Persons
Seminar Slated
The Gerontology Program
at Murray State University, in
collaboration with the Gerontology Center, at the Uniyersity of Louisville, will present a
workshop "Citizen Participation for Older 'fterions," in
Winslow Cafeteria on the Murray State University Campus
Sept. 10-11.
The workshops will be led by
Prof. Miles Simpson, chairman of the Department of
Sociology and Anthropology,
and Dr. Frank Mosko, Department of Public Administration
and Political Science, Murray
State University.
The workshop will begin
with lunch on Wednesday at 12
noon and last to 4:30. It will
continue Thursday at 8:30.
CEU credit will be available.
Thgr interested please call
762-2506for details.

°KALI, WE'LL TAKE A BOX..
PERE'S YOUR DOLLAR...

THAT'S ONLY UNTIL
THE STORES OPEN
TOMORROW

ITIA.(61*-9

BEETLE BAILEY
COOKIE!
WHAT ARE
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IN THE PX
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HAMBURGER

FUNNY
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j
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PHANTOM
•
Lti THE JUNGLE„
THE HUGE MANEATER CH4R6E5-,

THAT'S
MEAT

IT'S SOT
SOME THING

THE STORK
IS COMING172:
MY HOUSE

YOU SHOULD BE HAPPY 1,
KNOWiNG 'YOU'RE GOING TO
HAVE A BABY BROTHER
OR BABY SISTER

WANT A
BABY STORK
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake-
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FOR WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER 10, 1980
What kind of day will tumor- SCORPIO
row be? To find out what the (Oct. 23to Nov.21)
A friendly and private chat
stars say, read the forecast
leads to business success. A
given for your birth Sign.
time for planning. Get
ARIES
necessary, facts at your
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
disposal before acting'
Shake off early a.m. blues. SAGITTARIUS
A good time for negotiating
ov. 22 to Dec.21) )604/1.
with others. Sign contracts
meetings stimulate you
Club
and be certain to spend time mentally. Express your views.
with loved ones.
What's more you'll enjoy
TAURUS
camaraderie.
i4
friendlyfriendly
!Apr. 20 to May 20)
Become involved!
are
Job conferences
CAPRICORN
favored. Begin new work proan* 19) 16
"
nt
jects. Be attentive to (Dec.
Present views to superiors.
dependents' needs. Domestic Success for those in mental ocinterests bring happiness.
cupations. SOciability aids you
GEMINI
in career endeavors. Speak
I May 21 to June 20 I
up!
Hobbies and mental pur- AQUARIUS
A
..10.11•
prove
should
suits
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) "w_
stimulating. Write love letters
A
pursuits.
cultural
Enjoy
and express sentiment. Enjoy movie, concert or exhibition
creative endeavors.
proves stimulating. Talks with
CANCER
advisers are productive. Ex(June 21 toJuly 22)
press yourself!
producFamily talks are
'sj4v
PISCES
a
for
lookout
tive. Be on the
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
but
purchase,
lovely home
Share duties with loved
don't be frivolous with funds. ones. Be willing to accept
Seek quality merchandise.
responsibility. Talks about
LEO
joint assets prove successful.
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Get the books in order.
Be conservative with funds.
get
can
You're articulate and
YOU BORN TODAY are
your point of view across. more independent than the
romantic
Local visits have
typical member of your sign.
possibilities.
You are an individualist and
VIRGO
are often found in business for
P
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 1 ff
yourself. You have many inA sense of responsibility terests, but it is important that
in
shrewd
prevails. You're
you find the one thing which
financial matters. A good day will bring out your unibased
not
for transactions if
queness. More attracted to the
on impulse.
professions than business, you
LIBRA
will have success in law,
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
teaching,
medicine,
and
A good day to circulate
psychology, banking and
in
Joy
mingle with others.
writing. Your creativity will
companionship. A time to act also bring you success in art
peruse
but
your beliefs,
and music.
suasion and tact.
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for sll pow Cool

needs

call Pat Hackett
Office 753-0231
Home 753-4431
Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600
With Direct Deposit
your Government check
goes straight to your
personal ,vreount
So you can go straight
to wherever you enjoy
being most
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FOR RENT
One bedroom furnished
apartment 1707 Olive.
Call after 4 p.m. 7530176.
Order wood
Early Before
Bad Weather!
Call 753.5648
after 4 p.m.

LEATHER REPAIR. Call 7539736. .
ITS A
FACT
Free gift wrapping is a
specialty at:

Starks
Hardware

Cross-Dressing Could
Cause Indecent Exposure
DEAR ABBY: About the letter from the married couple
who were very self-conscious because she was about six
inches taller than her husband, so they started going to
restaurants together - she dressed as the man, and he the
woman: They asked you if it was against the law, and you
wisely suggested that they check their local laws.
Abby,they clearly have a legal right to dress as they wish
as a part of their constitutional right to privacy.
However, should they use the public restroome, they
might run into trouble. A man caught in a women's
restroom, even if he's dressed as a woman, risks being
charged with violating laws against peeping toms and
indecent exposure. Similarly, a woman caught dressed as a
man in a women's restroom, or a man caught dressed as a
woman in a men's room, may be detained to prove correct
sexual identity.
Also, amen who is jailed dressed as a woman may have to
fight off indecent assaults from other inmates.
So perhaps they should consider these risks when
weighing whether to do something they have a legal right to
do.
ARLINGTON, VA., ATTORNEY
make several good points.
You
DEAR ATTORNEY:
Even though cross-dressing in restaurants may be
legal, it's not advisable.
DEAR ABBY: For years I've been tempted to write a Dear
Abby letter, and now I must! Nothing provoked me as much
as your answer to the girl whose mother insisted on
washing the dishes when staying in a motel.
Your answer just blew my socks off (You said, "Leave
'em; the motel owner doesn't expect the guests to wash the
dishes.")
Abby, I own and operate a small motel on the Oregon
coast, and I expect my guests to leave my rooms clean and that includes doing their own dirty dishes! Those who
don't receive a very polite letter asking them not to return.
You'd be surprised at the number of letters I get from
people who apologize, and ask if they may return to prove
that they are not really messy slobs.
Payment of room rent does not give motel guests the right
to leave anything dirty, as you suggest.
JACKIE
DEAR JACKIE: Sorry I blew your socks off. Buy
some garters and send me the bill. A motel that has
customers begging to stay there must be great!
DEAR ABF3Y: The letter you published about people who
are hard of hearing but too vain to wear a hearing aid struck
an audible chord with me.
Now, please say something about people who can't see
very well but are too vain to wear glasses! On television talk
shows, for example, it's so distracting to see some old vain
movie star putting on and taking off glasses every time he
has to read something. Glasses are much more attractive
than squinting and wrinkles.
People who drive without glasses are a hazard on the
road. And we all have friends who are so blind that they
pass you on the street without recognizing you. Not to
mention women who apply makeup with such a heavy hand
they end up looking like they're ready for the stage lights.
And there ought to be a law against those mirrored
glasses. When I talk to a person, I want to see his eyes.
Thanks for listening.
J. IN FT. MYERS BEACH. FLA.
DEAR ABBY: About your survey concerning sex: Men use
affection and romance to get sex. Women use sex to get
affection and romance. Count me as a 55-year-old woman
who is glad she no longer needs a min for any of the above.
Sign me
TOO SOON OLD, TOO LATE SMART
Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simRle,"do-your-own-thine
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to:
, Abby's Wedding Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.

M & G Complete Glass Company has a complete line of
glass. We do all types of glass
repair and replacement work,
such as storm windows and
doors, auto glass plate and window glass: plexiglass patio
doors and store front work,
glass table tops and mirrors cut
to all sizes and shapes. Also
picture framing. Come by 816
Coldwater Road or call 7530180 or after 5 (m, 753-2798
Restoration and Copy
Work: We con copy
while you wait, and you
your
never leave
priceless original

•
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CARTER STUDIO •

304 Main

HOUSING
REHABILITATION
SPECIALIST
The Mayfield Community Development
Agency currently has an
opening for a Housing
Rehabilitation SpecialisPrevious
t.
exrehabilitation
perience in a Community Development
desirable,
Agency
Knowledge of building
essential.
industry
Must be able to communicate verbily and in
writing with contractors
and property owners.
Excellent fringe benefit
program, including
health, dental, private
retirement program and
life and disability insurance.
Applications may be
obtained by contacting
Ron Griffin, Director of
Rehabilitation, at:
Mayfield Community
Development Agency
City Hall
Mayfield, Kentucky
42066
'
Phone: 502-247-0626
Applications will be accepted through September 25, 1980.
An Equal Opportunity
9-qployer M/F"
Earn $50 per 'hundred securing, stuffing envelopes. Free
details, reply: "HomeworkersS12A-. BOX .94485. Schaumburg, IL 60194.
Grasso's Restaurant needs part
time waitress, dishwasher, and
cook. 753-9460.

12th &Poplar
753-1227

By Abigail Van Buren

Need someone to board an
Irish Setter and puppy temporarily. Call 759-1057.
RN. Skilled nursing supervisor,
7-3 shift, competitive salary
and benefits. Apply in person
between 8-4, N.H.E, Nursing
Home, 501 North Third,
Paducah, KY

753 8298

Experienced Painters.
Steady work. For interview call 753-0839
or 753-5287.

9. SitHatil
SIT
Will do a
cleaning.
Send nom
phone ni
32P
Experienced
work. 753-34
Will take can
person. 521-9

10. Bus.(
BOY!
no
Back to sch,
time work
mediately
Special

1111

nesday Se
sharp' Par
co
Notteln
n
nndS
e
Srr
Sirloin Stocf,
calls pleas
this meehnc

PACESETTER
a highly prof
and Sportswe
very own. Sel(
brands - Levi
Lee, Sedgel
many more, 1
beginning in.
and training.
days Call a
Hartley (214)

13. For Sal
1977 Massey
diesel, will t
truck. Call 759

14. Want 1

Fur coats,
hand made. Cz
exe
4448 after 33
Used piano, a
any conditior
(601)454-336,
Want to buy
Will look at a
imately 20 acr

5592.
Wanted to buy
haul lawn mow

Want to buy:
within 5 miles
road frontage
City water. Al
Murray. Call 7
pm.

15. Article
RESTAURANT
MANAGER
DeVanti's Restaurant of
Murray is looking for on
ambitious, career minded restaurant manager
Restaurant experience is
desired Send resume to

Luke Knight
c 0 D•VanhsR•stouranr
120t Chestnut St
Murray hy 42011

5. Lost and Found

9. Situation Wanted

Lost Male Irish Setter, adult,
has broken lower canine and
reset front left leg. Wearing
brown collar with tags. Two
year old misses him very much.
If found please call 753-8987.
Lost • White and lemon male
English Setter, 5 months old.
from North 3rd St area in
Hazel. If found or seen call
492-8220,

Day care in my home. Experienced and references. Call
753-9834 for appointment.
Will watch child or
children in my home in
ma Shores area
P
between the hours of
6:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Call 436.2598.

NOTICE OF UTILITY REGULATORY
COMMISSION HEARING
SOUTH 641 WATER DISTRICT
Notice is hereby given that a Hearing will be held by
the Utility Regulatory Commission at 730 Schenkel
Lane, Frankfort, Kentucky, in Case No. 7940, on September 19, 1980, at 1000 A.M., E.D.T., in the motter of the application of the South 641 Water District
of Calloway County, Kentucky, for (1) a Certificate of
Public Convenience and Necessity, authorizing and
permitting said Water District to acquire the existing
water and sewer system of the City of Hazel, Kentucky, and to construct replacements, extensions, additions, and improvements to said system; 121 approval 'of the proposed plan of financing of said
project, and (3) approval of the water and sewer rates
proposed to be charged by the District to customers of
the District (including former customers of the City of
Hazel to whom such rates will be on increase), which
rates are as follows:
PROPOSED WATER RATES
Proposed Monthly Charge
of Gallons
Per 1,000 Gallons
of Water Per Month
First 2,000 gallons or less (Min. Monthly Bill) 58.25
3.50
Next 3,000 gallons
3.00
Next 5,000 gallons
2.50
All over 10,000 gallons
PROPOSED SEWER RATES
of the monthly water
Sewer rates shall be 70
bills.
The minimum sewer bill shall be $5.78, based on
water usage of 2,000 gallons or less,
Number

All persons interested in/1110vmatter set out above,
or affected thereby, ore hereby notified of such
Hearing, and all f such persons will be permitted to
attend such Heoritg and register any objections to the
aforementioned application of the District. (Signed)
South 641 Water District, by J. Robert Taylor, Chairman.

Dorm size r
753-2432.
30" Electric To
lawn mower,
4486.
Fur coats, I(
Pendleton an
blankets, drest
horns, beads,
hand made.
Christmas orde
9736.

Fireplace door
heavy duty, I
draft control,
Call 436-2289.
Like new
machine, onl.
Sears t.v., like
white. Used n
Call 435-4521.

16. Home I

For sale: Ho
$250. Call 43516 Foot upng
$200. Call 75
0144.

For sale: 2 bal
condition, $25
8006 after 6 pr

Frigidare wash
tion, $125. Cal
5 pm.
Green washer i
'em, $200. Cz
753-6874.

17. Vacuun

New Eureka In
cleaner, retail
Must sell, ma)
1207.

19. Farm E

Tobacco scaff
tiers wide, 2(
986-6029, Hop
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PUT IT IN THE
'9. Sitilation Wanted
SITUATION
WANTED
Will do office or house
cleaning. Experienced.
Send name, address and
phone number to Box
32P,

19. Farm Equipment

32. Apts. For Rent

4400 John Deere combine, 13'
floating cutting bar, 261 hours,
23 1x26 Rice and Cane tires
$24,500 Call 753-3966 or
753-1389

For rent 2 bedroom duplex
apartment, heat pump plus all
appliances furnished 753ztiosalite
5791 or 753-2649
Four bedroom house, 5 miles
cal 753-1222
out, $250 per month. Call after
5 pm, 753-9762
Five room apartment in Murray,
NEW LISTING
stove and refrigerator No
Brand new 3 bedroom,
children or pets. $125. Call
2L2 bath home on large
436-2625 after 4 pm.
landscaped lot in
furnishFour room apartment,
beautiful
Oaks
ed Call 492-8727 between 8
Estates. Heat pump;
pm- 12 am
heat-o-later
in
fireplace; and large
One bedroom apartment near
covered patio for sumdowntown. Call 753-4109.
mer entertainment
Small 2 bedroom furnished "So that was our vacation, huh? What hap
and relaxation. Mid
apartment Call 753-3949
pened to our 12 hundred dollars?"
$70's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for
Two bedroom apartment Call
43.
Real
Estate
further details.
Embassey Apartments, 753- 43. Real Estate
DESIGNED WITH
4331
195 Acre farm located on all
DISTINCTION
Beautiful spacious home
Two bedroom duplex, ap- weather road in southeast
This home has
at the waters edge of
pliances furnished. Available Calloway County. Cattle and
everything for comforcash grain with 90 acres
Kentucky Lake. It is not
now. Phone 753-9400.
table convenient famitillable. Nine acre tobacco
only
well
built,
ly living. Many
33. Rooms for Rent
base, tobacco barn, stock barn,
secluded, and restful
outstanding features
Girls rooms for rent, one block ample stock water. Excellent 3
but, is maintenance
include heat pump,
from University. 753-1812 or bedroom brick home with large
free and can be divided
large and lovely
7.59-4909.
kitchen and family room.
into two separate living
fireplace in den,
Shown by appointment only.
the
conquarters.
Enjoy
spacious 2-car garage,
34. Houses For Rent
Call Spann Realty Associates,
venience of your own
3 bedrooms, 2L2 baths,
All electric, furnished, 2 753-7724.
private boat dock.
tastefully decorated
bedroom home, near M.S.U.,
$59,500. Call today for
throughout. Let us
$175 per month, $150 deposit.
an
appointment to see
describe this imYOUR
HERE.'S
Call 753-9829.
this gorgeous home.
pressive home to you!
CHANCE to own a t
Five bedroom house for college
Upper $60's. PRICE
part of Mother Nature 1
girls. Call 753-5865 days, 753REDUCED! Phone
2 BR home with central
without being out a lot
5108 evenings.
Kopperud Realty, 753heat and air w/walk out
of cash!! 23 rolling
1222. for all the inforbasement, located near
acres on GravesFive room unfurnished house in
mation.
Ky. Lake. On paved
Marshall County line
the country. $150 per month.
street, large wooded
% just north of Hwy. 80.
753-3293 after 5 pm.
Road frontage on East
lot, outside storage.
27 Acres mil of fertile
Large, well insulated, modern
1 and West side with two 8
$15,900.
land...Just right for cattle,
house, city water, 4 miles east.
building sites. Tobac- 1
•••••••• - 436.7430
horses, or row cropping. This
References, deposit required.
73157476
co base and barn. Only
S
1131114 11/1•••••••
farm
has 22 acres
Couple. No pets. Call 753ProorNe• llama
733-$775
$18,500.
146114 Saw
cleared highway frontage on
7551.
7534401
Ter, Sh•••••4••
94 E, Call CENTURY 21 Loretta
1.71
436 3/17
Spacious house one block from
JOHN SMITH g
lobs, Realtors for more inforMSU. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
mation on this mini-farm. ,
study, living room with
Murray Callovhy
fireplace, formal dining room
(minty Realty
OF HOMF,I
Oakwood Terrace, new 11
plus eat-in kitchen, large fenc/
2
(502)753-8146
story, 4 bedroom V'o bath,
ed yard, gas heat. $325 per
304 N. 112tb St.
dining
room, den with
month. References, deposit
Murray, Ky 42071
753-7411
fireplace, living room, 2 heat
and years lease required. Call L
......
.
,=0,1‘Vegg
.
.
EZ.LOCK
pumps, 2 car garage, choose
753-9341.
your own carpet.
New listing. 3 bedroom, 2111
Three bedroom house near
baths, brick veneer home
or. 14463 4y4.651.4y mow 311.5 the
Kentucky Lake at Pine Bluff, Do you own your own lot or lot 1621 Keenland Drive. Home
0.4nans 4.66.ylstretoon
completely furnished, includes and mobile home? If you do features Olympic size pool,
washer and dryer. Deposit re- and your family income is central heat and air, fireplace,
753-91119111
quired. Call 753-8964,
within the following adjusted burglar alarm system. For more
income
information
limits,
you
may
call
qualify
Purdom
&
•
Two bedroom house in city,
L
RI Al 1,11511
deposit and references. Call for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or Thurman Real Estate, 7534
4451.
bedroom
Suzy
home.
Wells
Income
753-1585.
&
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
753-8923.
limits are: Two in family
Geneva Ions 15.3-6557
IV • •
ALAI
Two bedroom house, furnished, $13,500; Three in farrilly
Always wanted a home with
close to University. Call 753- $15,150; Four in family small acreage? This is an ex1451 between 5 and 9 pm.
$17,900. With today's inflation
cellent opportunity because
the land is highly productive
37. Livestock-Supplies and interest rates up, why not
visit our office today and let us
and the house is sound. New
Custom made bridles, harness, talk
roof, deep well, 5 outbuildings.
terms
now...753BOYD-MAJORS
halters, moccasons, and chaps. .1492...CENTURY
21 Loretta
Thirty-five acres with 31 acres
Other leather items. Call 753- Jobs,
REAL ESTATE
Realtors at 1200
tendable, 2 in timber.
153-8080
9736.
Sycamore.
Homeplace and buildings ocMilk goats for sale. Call after 5
cupy about 2 acres. Call 753'Professtonal Services
With The Friendly Tour*"
pm, 436-5655.
1492 at Century 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors and let us show
FARMER AVE.
38. Pets-Supplies
3 Bdrrn., brick with 1 you this farm today. Located
AKC mature Schnauzer pupLynn Grove area.
car att, garage located
pies, pedigreed with papers,
•
on Farmer Ave. near
females only. Also stud service
753-1222
STROUT REALTY, INC.
18th.
Hardwood
floors,
by 111
/
2" Champion sired male.
0, leaders mare CO.,/
sorwon
formal dining plus
riatiONS ewer.end 434len
Call 435-4481.
good sized kitchen.
FARMS.NOMES
Basic and Advanced dog obeBEAUTIFUL
BUSINESSES
Large trees on 90'x150'
dience classes. Breed handling,
LANE AND RECREATIONAL
BUILDING SITE
lot. Just $34,500. Call
PROPERTY
tracking, and protection. All
Just listed this lovely
for appointment.
Listings needed! Offices
breeds and ages. Professional
corner lot in Camelot
IDEAL
Coast, Buyers
Coast
to
instructor. 436-2858.
Subdivision just west
from Everywhere. -Free
COMBINATION
limits.
city
Murray
of
Collie puppies, male and
Catalog
(Acreage, B.V.
Surrounded by quality
female. Call 753-8430 if busy
STOUT REALTY
Home,Barn)
good
and
homes
call 759-4805.
Almost
new
3
1912 Coldwore, Ad 753 0186
neighbors. This is a
bedroom, 2 bath B.V.
Four AKC registered female
good investment at onhome with double
Doberman Pinscher pups
ly $4900. Phone 753Quality bloodline, black and
garage, large 5-stall
1222. Kopperud,for exbrown, 7 weeks old Call after 5
stock barn with elecact location and other
pm, 489-2317
tric lights and water,6
information.
level acres (one acre
For sale: AKC registered red
RIS ITV
JUST LISTED
in Oak trees), fenced
Chow-Chow puppies. 354Attractive 3 bedroom
753-1222
for horses. House has
8959.
remodeled home on
many quality features
Wanted: Female German
2'.2 acres. Property is
- Entry foyer, den
Shepherd to be bred to male
fenced with stocked
PRICE
with fireplace (heat-oShepherd. Call 759-4809 or
pond and barn for
REDUCED
lator), many spacious
474-2346.
horses, and located
Price just lowered on
closets, economical
less than 3 miles from
41. Public Sale
this extremely attracheat pump. Only 3
town. The price is
tive 3 bedroom, 2 bath
Yard sale, Wednesday and
miles from city on
right too - in the $30's.
modern brick home.
Thursday, 102 N 13th, 8 until
paved
road,
restricted
Phone any member of
Home has been com7
area.
Owners
leaving
the "Home Team" at
pletely remodeled and
state, their loss your
Yard sale. Infant to boys size 6
Kopperud Realty, 753has central heat
gain. In 70's.
clothes, shoes, winter and sum1222 for all the inforpump, auxiliary wood
mer, adult clothes, cans, furmation.
stove,
central
75340110
niture. lamps, house decorahumidifier, lovely
records,
toys,
infant
car
tions,
paneling
and
seat, miscellaneous. Wedneswallpaper throughout.
day through Saturday, 94 East,
Situated on private 13
/
4
turn right on Les Todd Road by
acres between Murray
follow
Duncan Grocery,
signs.
and Mayfield. A pretty
picture for pleasant
ome '.ns
living. $40's. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
14' Richline bass boat, motor
Realty for full-time
and trailer, $700 or best offer.
real estate service.
Also Gem Top topper for small
COMMERCIAL
wheel base truck. $75. Call
Look at this attractive ranch style home set on a
PROPERTY
753-5433 after 9:30 pm.
beautiful corner lot on %ran Rood. The lovely three
4000 Square foot in43. Real Estate
sulated metal building
bedroom home includes a living room, dining room
on 1b2 acres located on
large kitchen and a family room with a fire place for
busy highway 4 miles
your enjoyment. The owner has recently installed thick
from Murray. Priced
luxurious carpeting. The economic& gas heat will keep
Pardon. & Therms.
below replacement
your heating bills to a minimum. This fine home has
btsrenesece &
cost,$70's. Phone Kopover 1 700 sq. ft. of living space. The owner has
Real-Estate
perud Realty, 753-1222.
priced the property at less than $60,000. With this
Southside Court Square
We're working hard to
home
you
con
have immediate possession. John C
Mrseray, kowtsreky
provide the best possiNeubauer, Realtor, 1 1 1 1 Sycamore Or call 753-0101
753-4451
ble Real Estate Seror 753-7531.
vice.

20. Sports Equipment

Custom made rifle cases,
holsters, and belts Call 753Experienced carpenter needs 9736
work 753-3401
22. Musical
Will take care of elderly or sick New and used Baldwin
piano
person 527-9073.
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co.,
10. Bus. Opportunity across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN
BOYS & GIRLS
Silver Signet trumpet, exno age limit
cellent condition, $150. Call
Back to school money. Port between 9:30-500 and ask for
time work. Available lin':
Debbie.
mediately, one week only,
Used Baldwin Studio piano, ustremendous earnings.
Special meeting at the ed Baldwin organ, both ideal
for church or home, Used and
Sirloin Stockade, Wednew Baldwin Grand pianos fit
nesday, Sept. 17th, at 6 PM
sharp! Parents welcome. for kings or queens. Practice
Not connected with the
pianos. Lonardo Piano Co.,
Sirloin Stockade. No phone
across from post office, Pans,
calls please. Don't miss
TN.
this meeting!

23. Exterminating

PACESETTER FASHIONS offers
. a highly profitable Jean, Top,
and Sportswear Shop for your
very own. Select from over 100
brands - Levi, Wrangler, Chic,
Lee, Sedgefield, Brittania,
many more. $16,500 includes
beginning inventory, fixtures
Kelley's Termite
and training. Open within 15
days. Call anytime for Mr.
8, Pest Control
Hartley(214)937-9816.
Phone 753-3914
13. For Sale or Trade
24. Miscellaneous
1977 Massey Ferguson 235
diesel, will trade for car or Chimneys, all fuel triple wall
pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30",
truck. Call 759-1703.
$29.99. Installation kit, 6",
14. Want To Buy
$29.99; 8", $41.99. Wallin
Fur coats, leather clothing, Hardware, Paris, TN.
hand made. Call 753-9736.
Do_you have any arts and crafts
-ros-,",
.
- ticutaty exercise bike. 753- you want to sell? Rent a Shelf
4448 after 330 pm.
at the Book Rack. September
Used piano, any style, almost only. Rent one shelf, get the sei
any condition. Call collect cond shelf half price. 808
•
Chestnut, 753-4821:
(601)454-3369.
condiexcellent
Selectria,
IBM
Want to buy standing timber..
Will look at all tracts approx- tion, $650 or best offer. Call
imately 20 acres and up. 753- 436-2625 after 4 pm.
5592.
Wait and burn green wood, or
Wanted to buy: Small trailer tc order now and burn seasoned
wood. Call 436-2758.
haul lawn mower. 753-9240.
to
buy:
Small
acreage
Want
27. Mobile Home Sales
within 5 miles of Murray. Good
12x60 Mobile hog e, central
road frontage on paved road.
heating and air-conditioning,
City water. Also need lot in
washer and dryer. Call before 6
Murray. Call 753-9208 after 4
pm at 243 Riveria Courts.
pm.
12x52
Schevelle. Two
15. Articles For Sale bedroom,
furnished, airDorm size refrigerator. Call conditioned, electric or gas
753-2432.
heat, $3000. 753-6911 or 48930" Electric range, $95. Riding 2842.
lawn mower, $100. Phone 753- 28. Mob. Home
Rents
4486.
For rent: 2 bedroom trailer,
Fur coats, leather clothing, near Murray. No pets. 489Pendleton and Hudson Bay 2611.
blankets, dress gloves, powder
horns, beads, etc. Many items Two bedroom trailers, comhand made. Place your pletely furnished, good condiChristmas order early. Call 753- tion, from $145. Call 7538964.
9736.
Fireplace doors. 41x33, Sears Two bedroom mobile home,
heavy duty, tempered glass, small well-kept court, one or
draft control, antique brass. two persons only. $85. 7538216.
Call 436-2289.
Like new Sears sewing
machine, only used twice.
Sears t.v., like new, black and
white. Used refrigerator, $25.
Call 435-4521.

16. Home Furnishings

2
1
01eatW
King automatic wood heater,
brick lines, cast iron grates and
doors, lift off cook surface top.
'$259.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

For sale: Hotpoint washer, Used Franklin stove 436-5331
$250. Call 435-4193.
30. Business Rental
16 Foot upright G.E. freezer,
$200. Call 753-5463 or 7530144.
For sale: 2 baby beds in good
condition, $25 each. Call 7538006 after 6 pm.
Frigidare washer, good condition, $125. Call 437-4836 after
5 pm.
3 pts.
ent
Green washer and dryer, stacl,
apartment
for
rent, all
All
girls
'em, $200. Call after 5 pm
utilities paid. First floor is set
753-6874.
up for 3 girls to rent, free t.v.
17. Vacuum Cleaners on this floor. Upstairs apartNew Eureka Industrial vacuurr ment is set up for 2 girls. Adcleaner, retail cost is $250. dress is 1106 Olive St. Call
Must sell, make an offer. 759- 753-5320 after 4 pm, or come
1201.
by after 6 pm.
19. Farm Equipment Apartment and rooms for rent,
Tobacco scaffold wagons, 2 furnished and unfurnished.
tiers wide, 24' long. Phone Call 753-8355 from 8:30 AM to
5 PM.
886-6029, Hopkinsville.

A RagigrOW OF BARGAINS

There's A Pot-0
Gold in Murray
This Wookond.Can You Find It

43. Real Estate

.r. . . ., . . . ,. . . . . . . . „

1
k
k
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44. LOS For Sale

Sr:tampers

/
2 ton Chevy van
Water front lot at Pine Bluff for 18' Camper, 11
sale or trade for late model car converted to camper Call 753
6206.
Call 435-4358
1975 Concord travel trailer
46. Homes For Sale
Self-contained, 24 feet, with
For sale 2 bedroom brick home air-conditiontng and awning
on half acre in Lynn Grove in- Excellent condition. 54250
sulated to R-30 gas heat out- Call 753-2913.
building, extremely neat Call
52. Boats and Motors
435-4150
Bass boat. 1980 model, 17'
Sea Nymph super aluminum,
FOR SALE
1980 Terrel custom low profile
New house in Cantrailer. Minnkota mag 21 troll.
terbury! New, 3 _ 1
ing motor, front and rear raos/
2 bath,
bedroom, 21
ed casting decks, two airerated
formal dining room, forlive wells. 8' rod box. 18 gallon
mal living room. Has
gas tank, battery. tach.
large
den
with
speedometer, surface temp
fireplace, large kitchen
guage. spotlight, windshield,
automatic bilge pump Comwith built-ins, concrete
plete price $3250
Will
drive, on corner lot. By
finance 753-9491
owner. For appointment
call 753-5400 or 753It's a steal! 1918 VIP ski boat
Silver. 85 hp Evinrude. Deluxe
5013.
trailer with side rails Excellent
For sale. 3 bedroom, 2 bath condition Must sell Will take
brick home, 509 Blair, near best offer. Call 247-4483 or
MSU and high school Priced in 247-3327 in Mayfield.
560's. Call 753-1485 for ap53. Services Offered
pointment.
For sale: 21
/
2 miles from town, A complete service; washers,
4 bedroom, 2 bath, brick dryers, air-conditioners, and
veneer, insulated, fully refrigerators. Call 759-1322.
carpeted, drapes. built-in Prompt service.
range, refrigerator, and
Clint and Dave's Odd Jobs - Will
dishwasher. Large closets and do
odd jobs, including trimm24x30 garage workshop com- ing
and cutting down trees,
bination, fully insulated with
carpentry, construction, and
electric heat. On two lots each
yard work. Free estimates, low
100x200, Priced in.$40's, 753- prices
Inquire at 209 Walnut
7761.
Street. Murray, anytime
House for sale, 2 bedrooms,
CARPET
full walkout basement. Priced estimates, CLEANING, free
satisfied references.
in lower 540's. 1510 Henry.
Vtbra-Vac steam or dry clean436-5501.
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827.
47. Motorcycles
CARPET
1976 500 Honda, $800. 1971 Guaranteed, References Free
500 Triumph, some custom estimates. 753-9736.
parts, $350. Phone 759-1985
- -after 4 pm. ----Starting new garbage
route, reliable service
Riders leather chaps and
guaranteed. $6.00 per
custom leather clothing, also
miscellaneous items. Call 753month.
9736.
Call 753-3423

48. Auto. Services

53. Services Offered
For appliance repair. refrigera
lion. and small electrical repair
jobs, call_ Bill Rollps, 753
0762

I We

are located in the
downtown shopping
center. Open 9 5 Mon.•
Fri., and 9-noon on
Saturdays.

• CARTER STUDIO
ITS Mom

753 8798

Leather repair. If it's leather
we can fix it. Call 753-9736
Mobile homes moved, Insured,
state licensed Unblocked and
blocked. Also service work •
Benton, 1-527-8740
Need work on your trees? Topp
ing, pruning, shaping, complete removal and more. Call
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
professional tree care. 7538536.
Piano tuning; rebuilding,
refinishing. Band instruments,
new used, complete repairs.
Call Thurmans 753-4834 or
Harry Absher, 1-444-9972. Call
the professional. 21 years experience.
COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR
Mowers, Tillers, Chainsows
Fast Service, Guaranteed
work Will pickup and deliver.
753-4864.
PHILLIPS ALUMINUM AND
VINYL SIDING CO.. 25 years experience, Paducah. KY. 8983873 or 443-7365,
Painting, carpentry. gutter
work, plumbing. 753-9736.
Painting, paperhanging. commercial or residential. Farm
buildings.. etc. 26 years •exwa.p:.--perience. Free estimates. 7591987.
REMODELING. REASONABLE
Guaranteed. Free estimates
753-9736.
Stop! For all your repair needs,
roofing, carpentry, plumbing
and electrical work, look no
more! Call 753-9226 or 7539623. We'll do your job large or
small. All work done to your
satisfaction
Will do painting, 15 years experience. Call 753-8762
anytime.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work. Call
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
753-6763.
Will do plumbing, air
conditioning, painting carpentry, concrete and roofing. 7532211 or 753-9600
WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
COATING & SEALING. Have
your home driveway or parking
lot sealed professionally before
winter 753-8163
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry. work completely guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.,
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah,
KY 42001. or call day or night.
1-442-7026.

Concrete and block work. Block
garages. basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps. free
estimates. Charles Barnett,
753-5476,
Driveways white rocked and
graded. All kinds of pea gravel.
49. Used Cars
Free estimates. Will have bank
gravel and dirt, Tuesday only.
1975 B-210 Datsun, 33,000 Clifford Garrison, 753-5429.
miles, 4-speed, one owner. Call
Fence sales at Sears now. Call
753-0936 after 5 pm.
Sears. 753-2310 for free
1978 Camaro. white exterior. estimate for your needs.
black interior, 305 V8, power,
air, radio. rally wheels. $4275.
ROOFING
CAII 753-1480
C•nens•rcial
and
1969 Ford, Thunderbird.
Residential, Shingle
Mechanically sound, body in
and built-up reefs.
fair condition, would make exReferences, all work
cellent work car. $400 firm.
guaranteed. 759-4512
Call 753-6821 after 6 pm.
Or 75941159.
1978 Ford Pinto Runabout,
26.000 actual miles, 4-speed Home improvements. Building
stick shift, air-conditioned, cabinets and doing remodeling
radio. Local car. Call 753-5924 and restoration. Call 753-8067
or 753-1681.
after 5 pm.
1965 Mustang. 6 cylinder Insulation blown in by Sears,
automatic,
excellent save on these high heating and
mechanically, no rust. 753- cooling bills. Call Sears. 75356. Free Column
3234 or 753-0114 after 5 pm
2310 for free estimate.
Free puppy, 6 months old
T-BIRD
LANDAU.
8.000
1979
K & K Stump Removal. Do you female part Cocker Spaniel
miles, one owner, still under need stumps removed from 489-2771
warranty, all power. Call 753- your yard or land cleared of
3921.
stumps? We can remove Will give away one white German Shepherd. female. 6 mon1975 Toyota Corolla, 2-door, ex- stumps up to 24" below the
ths old, and one black female
cellent condition, new tires. ground. leaving only sawdust Poodle, 3 years old 753-1217.
and chips. Call for free
Call 759-1337.
estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343 57. Wanted
1969 Type 3 Volkswagen or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
Female roommate wanted to
Squareback. All parts. excellent condition. wrecked Licensed electrician. Prompt, share 3 bedroom home. Private
for
efficient
service.
Qualified
bathroom. East of Murray Call
body. Parts out or whole. 489heating and cooling repairs. 474-8881 after 7 pm.
2330.
Free estimate. Call 435-4397.
Room mate wanted. Rtveria
50. Used Trucks
Licinsed Electrician and gas in- Courts, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths
stallation. heating installation share half rent and utilities
1972 Chevy panel truck. low and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Call 753-9652
mileage, good condition. Inquire at Boone Cleaners, 605
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Main.
201 INalma Street
1975 Dodge high top camper
NEW OFFICE NOUNS:
Closed All Day Wed
van, $3995 Call 753-5242
Monday Enda) 730-Noon
Saturday 7.30 til 500
evenings
Price of
1973 F-100 pickup, power
HAIRCVT $1.25
PRICE SUAVE 75'
steering, power brakes, good
fa, 0titti.•1•no.,. Cat'AIM. Col 753 3445... do,•sIvr.te
condition, $1600 Call 753Weer, P.04. ••••oli
5463.
1974 F-250 Ford pickup, V8
MONI
automatic with power steering,
power brakes, and air. A
camper special in real good
condition, $1350. Call 1-3546217.
1976 Ford van, 6 cylinder standard, new tires low miles. 7591801.
1966 GMC dump truck 1966
Bearrtifully landscaped three bedroom brick hem.
Case backhoe Tandem axle
witty 2 baths, living room 'lining room contbinetlon
trailer $7000 for all or will
spsuMas family mons with fireplace ballt-in kitseperate Call 414-8890 or
chen with dishwasher and garbage disposal and
after 5 pin, 354-8686.
refrigerator. Partially flooresh attic geed for
1970 Jeep truck with topper
storage. two car garage with concrete double
$1800 Call 753-5889
driveway. (*oral heat and air. Located in nice
1968 Volkswagen camper van
neigli&arhood near Morrey Nigh at 1712 Ptak,with pop-top. New motor, good
view Dr. Low ILO's. For mere information cell 753tires, excellent condition. 4898393.
2611.
Car batteries. 36 month
guarantee, 80 amp, 529.99 exchange. 60 month guarantee,
95 amp, $39.99 exchange.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,

•,.
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Rites Being Held
At Local Chapel
For Mr. Williams
Funeral services for Robert
H. Williams of Murray Route 5
are beng held today at 2 p.m.
at the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. George White and the
Rev. Dallas Carpenter officiating. The Kings Sons
Group is providing the music.
Serving as pallbearers are
Ricky Williams, Danny, Mac,
Mason, Dorune, and Donald
McCuiston. Burial will follow
in the McCuiston Cemetery.
Mr. Williams, 77, died Sunday at 5:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is Survived by his wife,
McCuiston
Mrs. Lucy
Williams; one daughter, Mrs.
Billy Winchester, Murray
Route 8; two sons, Johnny
Williams, Murray Route 1,
and Jimmy Williams, Murray
Route 7; one sister, Mrs.
Wayne Ferguson, Puryear,
Tern.; one brother, Walter
Williams, Dearborn, Mich.;
six grandchildren.

Funeral Is Today
At First Church
For Mr. Hinman

Question Is Who Controls
Lee Harvey Oswald's Grave
FORT WORTH,Texas AP)
- Who owns or controls Lee
Harvey Oswald's controversial grave? A brother who
doesn't want it opened? A
mother who won't comment?
Or his widow, who wants to
know whether Oswald really is
buried there?
This is the question State
District Judge James E.
Wright has been asked to
decide as a result of a British
author's effort to have the
grave opened to prove or
disprove his theory that a
Soviet spy - not Oswald killed President John F. Kennedy.
Wright indicated at the conclusion of a civil hearing Monday that he will decide next
week on a temporary injunction sought by Oswald's
brother, Robert. to halt the
author's attempt to exhume
the body.
In the interim, Wright extended a temporary restraining order preventing exhumation. If the judge grants a temporary injunction, another
hearing would be required to
make the action permanent.
At issue in this hearing is
ownership of a grave bearing
a simple marker that reads
"Oswald" at Rose Hill Burial
Park here.
Robert Oswald says he paid
for the plot, and author
Michael Eddowes has no legal

right to attempt to dig up the
body there.
Oswald's widow, Marina
Oswald Porter, said she
granted permission to exhume.
the body to prove once and for
all that her husband was
buried in the plot. But in a surprising twist last week, Mrs.
Porter told Wright she had
heard rumors that led her to
believe the grave may already
be empty.
Cemetery manager Neil
Wretberg provided copies of
burial records he said bore
handwritten notations showing the Oswald plot was deeded to the Oswalds' mother,
Marguecite, Aug. 14, 1961.
attorneys
Oswald's
challenged the validity of the
records, intimating the deed
transfer could have been
backdated.
The records showed
Marguerite Oswald as the purchaser of the plot, Wretberg
said.

By JOHN KENNEDY
Associated Press Writer
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) Three gunmen who served
cocktails to calm their

San Jose Officials Ponder
Action To Force Teachers

Your
Pot-O-Gold
Awaits You
This Weekend
Find It at A
Local Store

hostages during an 18-hour
siege in a fashionable suburban steakhouse were frightened young men who bungled a
robbery,authorities said.
Two men, handcuffed to the
last two of their 12 hostages,
surrendered at 5:30 p.m. PDT
Monday, three hours after
oruat uotf,
wtateadtau
aa
tdaedE
ek
nir
nga
thheirRico
tl

police said.
In Philadelphia, today's
Arrested on 12 counts of kidfor
canceled
classes were
counts of armed
220,000 public school students napping, 12
and 12 counts of coeras the walkout by 11,000 robbery
y W. Muse, 23,
cion
teachers continued.
C. Cavantoy, 19.
Negotiators for the school and Angelo
s were not imboard and the teachers' union Their hometown
known.
reportedly were in contact mediately
Arrested on the same
Monday with state mediator
Edward Feehan, although no charges was Patrick 0. Kelly,
progress was reported in the 18, Portland, who gave
dispute over wages, class size himself up. The three were
held on $510,000 bail apiece.
and layoffs.
Authorities said none of the
Schools Superintendent
Michael Marcase said Mon- hostages was harmed, but
day he would decide on a day- some were robbed of their
to-day basis when to try again wallets during the episode.
to begin the fall term, which
has been postponed since Friday.
In Rochester, N.Y.,
arguments stretched into a second day in a contempt hearing against the Rochester
Teachers Association, whose
By PAT LEISNER
members are striking in deAssociated Press Writer
fiance of a court injunction.
TAMPA, Fla. (AP)- A 40On Monday, 15 to 50 pickets
were in front of eaeh of the year-old Cuban house painter
city's 55 schools. Classes for with a shattered American
some 34,600 students have dream is back on his native
been canceled since Sept. 2. island today - in custody Authorities said the pickets after using a pint bottle that he
said was filled with gasoline to
were orderly.
In other labor developments hijack a jetliner for the ride
home.
Monday:
The other 88 people aboard
-Newark, N.J., teachers
returned to their classrooms the Eastern Airlines jet that
after agreeing to a new two- was diverted to Havana on
year contract which provides Monday returned safely to the
increases of 20 to 38 percent in United States.
It was the eighth hijacking
salaries, which had ranged
of a U.S. plane in the past
from $11,331 to $19,900.
-Walkouts occurred in two month. Most of the incidents
more Ohio school districts, br- have been blamed on disilluinging to six the number of sioned Cubans who arrived
here via the "Freedom
districts reporting strikes.
-Some 30,000 students re- Flotilla" which has brought
mained on holiday in nine Il- 122,000 refugees to the United
States since April.
linois school districts.
Witnesses said the homesick
-More than half the 5,900
students in the Sierra Vista, skyjacker, identified by
Ariz., school district reported authorities as Juan Pedrosa,
for classes despite the continu- blessed himself, then baring strike by more than 200 ricaded himself in the
teachers. Some 100 other
teachers and 128 substitutes
conducted classes.
-About 100,000 students in
24 Michigan school districts
were out of school.
Two local students, John
Warren Nix and Trevor Joe
Mathis, are pictured in about
the first five minutes of the
motion picture film,"Smokey
and the Bandit II," now being
shown at the Cheri 3 Theatre,
Murray.
Nix and Mathis were
unaware of their being in the
film until several of their
friends began calling them
after seeing the film starring
Sally Field, Burt Reynolds,
and Jerry Reed.
The two young men - Nix, a
ninth grade student at
Calloway County High School,
and Mathis, a ninth grade student at Murray High School were in Atlanta, Ga., with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Nix and Mr. and Mrs.
Trevor Mathis, attending the
First Diesel Truck Races in
1979.
The families were aware
that filming of the motion picture was in progress there at
that time, but did not realize
they were being included in
the film.

Start Planning Now
For NOW Accounts
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Ms. Frank could not be
said
features looks at nude models : theater for some years,
reached for comment.
He
Chesney.
Richard
attorney
"25 cents, Live Nude Girl,"
Ms. St. James said she had
represents Patricia Frank,
proclaims its sign.
no problems with promoting
the
for
the
license
holds
who
One street in the
city's adult- legal prostitution but opposing
neighborhood, Broadway, Erotic. Under the
ordinance, it the theater. "It's not conboasts a strip of topless, bot- theater licensing
to seek a permit tradictory. I would fight long
tomless and sexshow clubs, was required
the permit was and hard to keep a real sex
and
operate,
to
largely
has
Columbus
but
of police parlor open somewhere else,"
the
chief
by
issued
sleaz"They're
been spared.
s she said. "I don't want it on
ordinance'
the
under
recently
Ms.
corner,"
ing around the
that block."
clause.
er
grandfath
sex
St. James said of the
The permit appeal board
the issue is one
said
Chesney
shows.
meets Wednesday, but Ms. St.
neighbors
whether
not
law,
of
Ms. St. James, who said she
the business. James said she would seek a
hasn't been a prostitute for a like or dislike
law, it (the delay in the hearing because
of
matter
a
"As
number of years and is now a
to granted," he she understood not all
licensed private detective, permit) had be
members would be there.
said she gathered 400 said.
signatures in three days to
support her request to the city
permit appeal board to repeal
the Erotic's lioense.
"This is third-party pimping
were mixed,she indicated.
By SY RAMSEY
in the worst sense," said Ms.
The main blow was the
Associated Press Writer
St. James, adding that she
change in the state's
wasn't contending that proFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- severance tax which among
stitution was going on in the The leading individual other things increased the
theater. "If these girls were to spender for lobbying during levy on oil and gas from 1.5
walk up to men on the street the past legislative session
percent to 4.5 percent.
and say,'Come up to my room was the Kentucky Oil and Gas
Until then, 1 percent had
nude
my
at
and you can look
Association at Owensboro.
gone to counties and one-half
arrested
body,' they would be
Figures supplied by the at- percent to the state. Now, the
ins minute."
torney general's office show full 4.5 percent goes to the
She argued that women who that the organization, which state, with a provision for
walk by the theater are sub- used attorney Sidney Neal as turnbacks to counties in a coujected to verbal abuse by its representative, spent ple of years.
Stephany Johnson, 28, was customers "denied sex after
$17,368 during the 1980 session,
"But that was not our proreleased in the afternoon and the come-on of the signs."
ahead of 372 other lobbyishs.
blem," Mrs. Tichenor said.
was hospitalized with abThe Erotic has been an adult
The runnerup was the "The county people should
dominal pains. The cause of
Elizabethtown-Hardin County
have fought that battle
the ailment was not imChamber of Commerce, which
themselves."
mediately determined.
listed $16,093.
She noted that several bills
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) - USDA Marilyn Stafford, 41, of
Altogether, more than $1
by her association
opposed
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
a
Gresham, Ore., feigned
IWO, feeders 70 percent, slaughter
million was spent in lobbying
at the committee
killed
were
heifers
slaughter
weak heart and was released steers steady; limited
the session, as reported
stage in the past session.
.25-.50 higher; slaugher cows steady to during
along with her husband Jack.
full
higher;
2.00
by the lobbyists who
1.00 higher, instances
The Hardin County chamber
Police said the incident advance on weighty commercial and registered.
used Joseph Yates, its exbulls steady; limited
began late Sunday when three utibty ; slaughter
Wanda Tichenor, executive
ecutive vice president, as lobcalves and ',eiders steady; feeders 1.00.
men apparently intending to 2.00 higher; quality more attractive than secretary of the oil and gas
byist. He no longer is with the
rob the northeast Portland one week ago;
chamber. ,
steers part load choice 1068 association, said Monday that
restaurant tripped off a silent lbSlaughter
7150; couple good 1045-1175 lb 6506- "our main job was to see that
Greta Martin, his aide, said
alarm. Before they could 6010. standard 925-1155 lb 54.50.58.00;
pass- the chamber was extremely
I-sd choice 930 there was no legislation
7
*WNW
Slaughter
el
block
leave, pohce
active during the session and
lb 69.20; couple good 845 lb 80.50; stan- ed which had an aecverse efway.
dard 800-970 lb 52.20-56.00;
fect onus."
made numerous trips to
47.75commercial
Siaugher cows
"They were in a situation of
In that respect, the results
Frankfort.
utility 45.00-49.75; a few high
fright," said the Rev. Robert 40.00;
49.75percent
boning
dressing and high
Stalcup Jr., of Estacada, Ore., 5150, cutter 43.0647.50; canner and cutaffir mem safes, mem
..
lb 40.0643.33;
ew4R37
a friend of Muse's who helped ter under IWObulls
r
I
e%
yield grade 11405-1735
Slaughter
talk the last two gunmen out. lb 63.00-6400; yield grade 1-21040-1700 lb
54.0041.75;
"They were scared.
Slaugher calves and vealers good and
''They did everything in choice
125-275 lb vealers 65.00-74.00,
the
protect
to
their power
good and choice 345g00 lb calves 60.06
;
88.00
Stalcup.
hostages," said
Feeder steers medium frame 1 300-400
"They were scared young lb 78.0045.50; 500600 lb 74 00-78 50; 606
700 lb 7600-76.80; 700-850Ib Including
men."

By NAOMI KAUFMAN
Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (API Prostitute organizer Margo
St. James says she doesn't object to sex for sale-so long as
it's not in her ow,n
neighborhood.
She's conducting a petition
drive to try to lift the license of
a nude-model theater near her
home. The theater's attorney
said her attempt would be
resisted.
"To walk by there and see
this, it's just disgusting to
see," said Ms. St. James,
organizer of the pro-hooker
group COYOTE, or Call Off
Your Old Tired Ethics, which
promotes the legalization of
prostitution.
The object of Ms. St. James'
ire is the Erotic Theater on
Columbus Avenue, in the
heart of the city's North Beach
neighborhood. The theater

Kentucky Oil, Gas
Leading Lobby Spender

Oregon Gunmen Were Scared
Youths Who Bungled Robbery

The funeral for Charles B.
Hinman of 802 North 18th
Street, Murray, is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church with the
Rev. R. E. Ftabatin officiating.
Bill and Muriel Irvan,
Frank Boyd, Robert Farley,
By The Associated Press
Paul Redden, Claude Joy, and
School officials in San Jose,
Morris Bilbrey are serving as Calif., were considering legal
,pallbearers. Burial will follow
to force 1,600 striking
in the Murray 'Mernorial teachers back to work while
Gardens with the ar- .stalemated negotiations kept
rangements by the J. H. Chur- classrooms closed again today
chill Funeral Home.
and
Philadelphia
in
Mr. Hinman, 73, died Satur- Rochester, N.Y.
the
at
p.m.
day at 12:30
Walkouts have disrupted
Murray-Calloway County classes in nine states Hospital.
Arizona, California, Illinois,
He is survived by his wife, Michigan, New York, Ohio,
Mrs. Margaret Hinman; two Pennsylvania, Rhode Island
daughters, Mrs. Carl Moore, and Washington - involving
Long Beach, Cal., and Mrs. 45,000 teachers and more than
David Davies, Plainwell, 600,000 students.
Mich.; sister, Mrs. Nadine
The district hired 1,500
Cruse, Grand Rapids, Mich.; substitute teachers at $100 a
great
two
dren;
four grandchil
day to keep classrooms open
grandchildren.
Monday, the first day of
school. It said teachers
violated their contract by
striking before both sides
agreed an impasse had been
Federal-State Market News Service
reached in the negotiations.
September 9.1910
School officials had not yet
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
determined how many of the
Receipts Act 467 Est. 600 Barrows S,
33,200 pupils showed
Gilts $1.0041.25 higher SOM $1.00-$1.50 district's
higher some M.00 higher
up for school on Monday.
.. 14660-47.00
US 1-2 210-240Ibs.
The teachers are entering
$46.20-46.75
US 2210-220 lbs
$45.25-46.25
US 2-3 240-260 lbs.
the third year of a three-year
lbs.
US 2-4260-260
contract, but salaries were not
Sows
S38.00-39.00
US 1-2 276350115a. ..
negotiated when the contract
$311.99-40.00
CS 1-3 300-45016s .
was adopted. San Jose
840.W-43.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
543534400.
US 1-3 5066501bn.
teachers currently earn
. K37.00-38.00
US 2-3 330-500 lbs. ..
between $11,449 to $24,769 anBoars over 300 lbs. 631 00-32.50 wider 300
lbs. 23.0630.00
nually for the school year.

Hog Market

"But the purchaser is not
necessarily the person to
whom the body is deeded," he
said.
Mrs. Oswald has refused to
comment on her son's lawsuit.
contends
Eddmwes
Oswatd's Marine physicals
list his height as 5400t-11,
while the autopsy performed
after Oswald was killed Nov.
24, 1963, listed his height as 5foot-9. The author also says
there are several discrepancies in the location of scars
between the Marine physical
and the autopsy.
Eddowes says he has received permission from Mrs.
Porter to exhume the body.
The author of "The Oswald
File," contends a Soviet spy
named Alek James Hidell was
substituted for Oswald after
the "real" Oswald visited the
Soviet Union in 1959 and the
impostor assassinated President John F. Kennedy on Nov
22,1963, in Dallas.

Prostitute Organizer Objects To
Theatre In Own Neighborhood

They're Coming To Murray On
January 1st!

Security Federal offers

5% On Interest Bearing Checking Accounts

Livestock Market

Hijacker Is Back In Cuba
After Diverting Plane

Two Local Boys
Pictured In Opening
Of 'Smokey' Sequel

Lavatory of Flight 161 with the
bottle on the floor beside him
and a cigarette lighter in his
hand. He threatened to blow
up the aircraft unless he was
taken to Cuba,the FBI said.
Only a handful of
passengers knew what was
happening as the drama unfolded quietly in the rear of the
727, en route from Albany,
N.Y., to Tampa and Sarasota
via New York's Kennedy International Airport.
Pedrosa said he came to
America four months ago,
lured by tales of riches, but
wound up instead jobless,
broke, lonely and desperate,
according to witnesses.
"I would rather die in Cuba
than die here like a pig," a
distraught Pedrosa told Julie
Lynch of Sarasota, a Spanishspeaking passenger who acted
as interpreter during the
ordeal.
The plane with 82
passengers and a crew of six
plus one nonuniformed airline
employee was diverted over
Charleston, S.C., and flown to
Havana's Jose Marti Airport
where waiting Cuban soldiers
took Pedrosa into custody.
The 107-seat jetliner arrived
in Tampa four hours late. No
one was injured during the incident. Some passengers
realized something was wrong
when the flight was overdue in
Tampa and nothing was said.
"I was relieved to find out it
was only a hijacking," said
John Floyd, a Bedford, N.Y.,
attorney.

partly fattened 64.90-71.60; small frame
I 130475 lb 74.0676.50; medium frame 2
36600 lb 86.00-76.00, 506700 lb 64.00
74.00; large frame 2 mostly hoteins 500660 lb 61.00-65.00; 600-700 lb 6060-63.80 including 123 head 602-665 lb holstein!
62.80-63.80; medium frame 1-2 bulls 460600 1b82,00'68.00; 600720 lb 60.50-64.00;
Heifers medium frame 1 300-500 lb
64.00-74.25; a few up to 72.50; 500-666 lb
including fleshy offerings 62.7668.30;
medium frame 2 300-500 lb 59.0044.00,
516700 lb 57.00-63.00;
Stock cows medium frame 1-2 7561000
lb 42.00-55.50;
Hogs 800; compared to Monday's close
barrows and gilts 1.25 higher; US 1-2 210255 lb 48.25-48.50; US 2 210.255 lb 48.06
48.25; US 2-321S-270 lb 47.5048.00; US 3
233-260 lb 46.00-47.50; sows 1.00-2.00
higher; US 1-2460-450 lb 42.50-44.00; 450,500 lb 44.00-46.00; 506650 lb 46.0047.00, a
few to 47.75; US 3 406515 lb 38.10-39.75;
boars over 300 lb 36.0036.75; under 300 lb
30.2634.00;
Sheep 25; slaugter Iambs steady;
slaughter lambs choice and prime 83 lb
65.00.
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On Vinyl Siding

5 Home Limit with this offer so hurry
Offer Good For 10 Days

N'sigper's Showcase or Homes
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
The undersigned stares that he (she) is the valid owner of property
address listed below, and authorizes the United States Steel Premium Vinyl
Siding (Mena, Designer
"in ony of fhe following:
using only United Stores Steel Premium Vinyl Siding.
I.

Use before and otter photographs of subject property. These photographs will be used in he Premium Vinyl Siding Designer's Album
Showcase of Homes

2

Advertise United States Steel Premium Vinyl Siding by leaving ojob sign
displayed on the premises for a minimum of 15 days and o maximum
of 30 days after completion of Premium Vinyl Siding job

3

Present for display on exterior of home The Exterior Designer s Award
Home Idennficotion Plaque certifying that sullect property was redesigned with Premium Vinyl Siding by o professional Exterior Designer.

4

For use in Premium Vinyl Siding selling, any unsolicited or written
testimonials as homeowner may provide

5

Include In newspaper or moil advertising a listing of homeowners
name and address as having had Premium Vinyl Siding installed

For Official Use Only

Authorized
signature
Address
City

Stock Market
Prices of stocks a local interest sill
a.m. CST today fwnished to The Mwray
Ledger & limes by First cg blietdoe
Corp.,cif Murray,
-3.34
Industrial Average
11,
,
4544
Air Producia
5144
American Motors
3110.44
Ashland
American Telephone
8+66
Chrysler
34-40
Ford Motor
G.A.F.
• 170a4%
General Dynamics
5344-%
General Molars
Wit one
General nr•
nu mac
Goodrich
10%-66
Goodyear
31W444
Gulf Oil
Ifni+ v.
Hardens
11+5•
Houbliii•
14.%
,
I.B.M..14
.21%b,21%a
Jerky
22% site
Kmart
no trade
Kuhn's Big K
366+0.
Pennwalt
4
,
30
Quaker Outs
one
304
Texaco.
SS-%
US Totocco
WOO,16%.
Wendy's

1978 OLDS

Cutlass Salon 2 dr., p.s., p.b., air, custom interior,
• vinyl top, rally wheels, S/B rod, tires, 55,000 mi.
$4900.00. 90 da. Used Car Mech. Protection included
in this price.

Store
Zip

1

2

3 • 5

This is a
Limited Time
Offer So
Call 444-7318
Today or Mail
This Handy Coupon

Paducah Aluminum Co.
337 N.16th
Paducah,Ky.42001
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
ZIP

___ IlTAT16'
_ PROM

•

40
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